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When the Belt and Road Initiative was initially inaugurated in 2013, one of its integral focus was
on trade investments and cross border supply chain cooperation. To achieve this goal, large
infrastructural projects began across Eurasia, the African continent and many other parts of the
world. As these projects developed, it opened up opportunities for the logistics industry to
leverage. The motivation for the setting up New Silk Road Network was to provide a platform for
small and medium-sized logistics companies to form a community to support each other's
business along the New Silk Road. The network ecosystem brings together the expertise of not
just forwarding, warehousing, trucking and customs clearance companies, but also ports,
operators and other related services.

In that spirit, the interviews in this collection are testimonies of our members and partners'
various experiences in understanding the business along the New Silk Road, which contributes
to our knowledge hub. Our goal as a network is not just to bring like-minded companies
together, but also to create knowledge and share it with each other, as we initiate the formation
of a transparent and robust system of logistics along the New Silk Road.

To know more contact us at:
New Silk Road Network
Museumstraße 2-6, 28195 Bremen
Phone: +49 (0) 421 56646250
Email: info@nsr-network.com
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Opportunities Amidst
Challenges: Shenzhen Anda
Shun pushes business
during corona crisis

Businesses across the globe have witnessed very
different scenarios because of situations created by
the novel coronavirus. Our NSRN members also had
their fair share of challenges and discovered
inventive ways to conduct the daily business. One of
our founding members Shenzhen Anda Shun
International Logistics was kind enough to interview
their representative to gauge the scene firsthand.
Star He, who is the Assistant of Overseas Market
Executive Director of Ltd (ADS), informed us on how
this China-based logistics company functioned
during the pandemic, the lessons they learnt and the
values that sustained them through these times.

NSRN: Would you like to briefly tell our readers
about your company, so that we may know more
about its expertise and experience.
Star: Shenzhen Anda Shun (ADS) was established 13
years ago, in 2006. We are not only situated in Mainland
China but Hong Kong and Taiwan as well. We have also
entered Southeast Asia this year. In total, we have 26
offices. In the first five years, we mainly focused on air
freight; at the time we worked only with China Master
Loaders as we sold our space to them at the time. After
that, we began owning Master Loaders. Right now, we
sell air rates to three thousand Chinese forwarders.
Around seven years ago, we opened a sales team with
an overseas team that looks into the development of
foreign partners.

In a video call with Star, sitting in her conference
room with a wall full of trophies and certificates
behind her, we quickly gathered the credibility of this
company. Star was kind enough to make time for us
from her busy schedule, which was overflowing due
to the number of shipments that ADS is conducting
as manufacturers in China are functioning at full
swing.
Here is the conversation that we had with her...
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Now, we have diversified to 60% of air freight and
40% of ocean freight. Three years ago, we started rail
freight as well. We conduct rail consolidations to and
from Europe and China. In 2019, our rail freight
operations increased to 10%. So, we do rail, ocean
and air. We are quite a famous brand in China for air
freight, and now gaining significance in ocean
freight. We are young in rail freight, but we see
sustained growth for ourselves.
NSRN: In recent times, how have you conducted
business with Europe? Have you faced any
troubles?

A supply chain worker is essential during this period. We
don’t get a lot of sleep these days, and we work very late
because the goods need to arrive. It’s a crazy time! But
it’s not just Europe; we have been shipping to other
countries that are majorly hit by the CoVid-19 such as
UK, US and many in Africa as well. We are doing at least
one cargo charter every day. Apart from medical
supplies during this time, we organise several shipments
from different parts of China. We move tech equipment,
clothing, auto parts, daily necessities and even
chemicals. Now, since we have expanded through
Southeast Asia, we export from there as well. That was
just the exports. We also do import such as food
essentials, and even cosmetics from Europe!

Star: Largely, we have been transporting PPEs and other
medical supplies to Europe during this period. Right
now, it is very tough even though we have a lot of
business on hand. The supply chain needs to continue
without breaks because many lives depend on it.

Sometimes, the trouble occurs when the shipper does
not know how to prepare a medical license. Admittedly,
we only transport if the license is available, but
sometimes, we try to help them because we have a
medical license.

After thoroughly checking their products, we
sometimes help them transport their goods. But this
is a case by case situation.

and custom regulations became stringent?

Star: We had heard of some trouble, but since the
1st of April, the Chinese authorities have applied
tighter regulations on medical exports from China.
They are conducting strict quality control,
certification and customs inspection.

NSRN: Were there any other troubles that you
faced while transporting to Europe, especially as
the coronavirus epicentre moved towards Europe
4

With these measures that China has taken,
problems in Europe and the US with pieces of
equipment are getting better.

The daily protection must be undertaken by the
company to safeguard its staff. When businesses
begin to open, and people start going to work, they
need to have enough PPE related necessities for the
employees.

NSRN: With your experience, would you like to
give a word of advice or caution for companies
who are a part of the supply chain industry, in
these difficult times?

In China, many companies have cut down the salaries
of upper management to allow the smooth
functioning of their setups. If a company is in good
hands, the staff are in good hands, and therefore
clients are looked after. Our end goal is to make sure
our customers feel secure and comfortable.

Star: We need to make sure that people know how
to protect themselves from the virus.

Published: 29th April, 2020
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From 1956 to Today: The
HUETTEMANN GROUP Story

Founding member of the New Silk Road Network
and an experienced player in the market for
warehousing and trucking, the Huetteman Group
was established in the year 1956. In sixty-three
years, they have grown their business and
cemented their grip in the European supply chain
sector. To understand the history, legacy and their
current circumstances, we spoke to Manfred Köhler,
the Managing Director of the HUETTEMANN GROUP.

NSRN: HUETTEMANN was founded in 1956; it has
been more than 50 years since. What has the
company’s journey been like over these years? What
has been your role in the company?

Sitting in his office, Mr Köhler exuded
professionalism along with humbling knowledge
that comes from years and years of experience. He
joined the company 30 years ago and has been
growing and changing with them. He believes that
the reason for his commitment lies in the simple
fact that the company is diverse in its functioning,
which allowed him to learn and explore many
different things with them.

Mr Köhler: It has been sixty-three years, precisely. The
company was founded at a time in which Germany was
recovering from the repercussions of the Second World
War. It was a phase of economic boom, and the growth
of the German heavy industries, such as steel. This
period was a founding moment for transport, known as
logistics. We are one of the companies that originated
because of these conditions. The company was set up
by Wolf Hüttemann along with his friend Paul Obhues.
However, a few years down the line the family acquired
all the shares and has since been a family run business.

In conversation with Mr Köhler...
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Initially, HUETTEMANN was a trucking company that
conducted transport within Europe. In the 70s and
80s, we expanded into forwarding and increased our
abilities to buy and sell freight volumes. Soon after,
we added warehouses across Europe for consumer,
industrial and miscellaneous products to our
portfolio. Another exciting direction the company
undertook was when we began outsourcing
solutions, which means that we have capabilities to
take over consignment departments of various
manufacturing
units.
Apart
from
these
achievements, our focus has been to expand the
group by purchasing other logistic companies or
start shared ventures. The first subsidiary was a
company from the Netherlands which we developed
to one of our very successful facilities – Rabelink
Logistics – including subsidiaries in Romania.
Though situated in lots of different German cities as
well, evidently 50 percent of our turnover is made
outside of Germany.

I joined in the 1990s and have been a part of the
HUETTEMANN GROUP ever since. A lot of people
wondered why I never switched to any other
company, but for me it was not a question: Our group
is very diversified, and it gave me countless
opportunities to develop. Not a single side of the
company does the exact same, we engage with a
variety of different industries, and that is what has
kept me involved over all these years. Besides, being
a family owned and lead business, the values of trust,
reliability and stability are at the core of the company
and are practiced internally and externally day by
day. That is another reason why I feel at home with
HUETTEMANN.
Our head office is situated in Duisburg, with
operational setups across Europe. We are trying to
grow our business with Chinese companies and to do
that I had visited China with a delegation from
Europe with the Mayor of Duisburg as well.

What are the steps you have taken to cope with it?

To my surprise, I realised that Duisburg is one of
the most famous German cities in China, besides
Berlin. For this reason, Duisburg is a significant
location and it also permits us to expand
ourselves in rail freight, which is booming here.

Mr Köhler: It would be mysterious if a company were
not affected by the coronavirus crisis. So yes, we see
some impact. For example, our toy logistics faced
troubles as stores have shut completely.

NSRN: Has the Covid-19 crisis impacted your
business in any way?
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We were hoping for e-commerce to compensate the
decline of retail business, but it did not. There is also
trouble with trucking, as there were too many trucks
and too few shipments. At the same time, our foreign
truck drivers could not get to their vehicles here in
Germany due to travel bans. There is a rest period for
every driver, after which they get back to their
trucks.

Before the Schengen Area, we had a large customs
team, and made quite some revenue from it too. So –
no matter what issue comes up – in the end it is
about the degree of flexibility that you can exercise.
And that is something we excel in.

NSRN: Is there a piece of advice that you would
like to share with our readers, members and those
in the supply chain industry?

Unfortunately, the drivers were being stopped at the
border or quarantined, causing some confusion for
us. However, on the other hand, our food transport is
very stable and continuing to do well. We had also
conducted air freight of medical supplies from China
to Hamburg a few weeks ago. But we are adapting
daily and keeping track with the developments
surrounding corona. It is not just coronavirus that
has made us re-adapt our strategies. We have been
preparing for Brexit as well, and therefore getting
used to custom regulations at borders.

Mr Köhler: Firstly, do not lose hope even in the worst
of times. Fear and hopelessness can affect your
business more than the actual issues to deal with.
Next, remember to adapt yourself to the situation.
What we had learnt 30-40 years ago may not apply
now, so therefore we need to develop the ability to
think outside the box. The world has faced many
perils after the Second World War, such as the fear of
another war, oil depreciation, global financial crisis.
Still, it has never faced something as unpredictable
as a virus. Even six weeks ago, it never occurred to
most of us that we would see a day like this. So, we
must think outside the box and continue our
businesses.
Published: 29th April, 2020
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The Experts In Cold-Chain
Along the BRI: Intermax
Logistics Shares Its Wealth
of Knowledge

Intermax Logistics Solutions has developed a name
for itself as experts in cold-chain logistics along the
Belt and Road and are active members of the New
Silk Road Network (NSRN). With 11 offices across
China and strong business coverage across Eurasia,
they strive to build reliable connections between
East and West. Recently Rob Brekelmans was
welcomed into Intermax as their European Business
Director. Our team had the pleasure of speaking
with him about the development of Intermax, the
need to adopt a "Hub and Spoke" system in Europe,
and the importance of wholesome as opposed to
low-cost transport solutions.

NSRN: Would you like to tell our readers more
about your company's profile? What is the growth
that your company has achieved to date?
Rob: Intermax was started in 2001 by Michael Miao.
It began as a freight forwarding company, and it also
performed project cargo worldwide, involving heavy
machinery. In 2016-17, I was the managing director
for New Silk Way Logistics, and Intermax was
handling all cargo for them in China, and that is how
I got in touch with Michael. We mutually developed
the business focusing on eastbound instead of
westbound, which is typical. That is where there is a
lack of knowledge and know-how of the operations
exist. We could prove to our customers in Europe
that we have value by dealing in door-to-door
service.

Knowledgeable and worldly are the most
appropriate adjectives to describe Rob Brekelmans.
Sitting in his mahogany tinted home-office, with a
background of huge bookcases, Rob exuded
intimate knowledge of the logistics industry. Here is
what we learnt…
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NSRN: Intermax provides door to door
synchromodal services between Europe and Asia,
with a strong focus on the BRI routes. How has the
BRI related to transport solutions impacted your
business?

The problem for most European companies is
that they do not have a solid base in China
where you can deliver your goods to the
customer's door and undertake customs
clearance. However, 99% of our business is doorto-door, both eastbound and westbound. We
make deliveries from any point in Europe to any
location in China. Apart from China, we offer
similar services to Korea, Japan, Thailand,
Taiwan, Vietnam and other countries in
Southeast and East Asia.

Rob: Before the Belt and Road, there was only ocean
freight and air freight. We were delighted when this
system was established, unfortunately, you see a lot of
reluctance in Europe because all things that are
unknown or related to China are approached with
some scepticism. But I explained that this a way to
open to the world and gain more opportunities.

Apart from the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI),
Intermax also deals with air freight and project
cargo. Another one of our exciting aspects is that
we also have a trading license. We allow our
customers to buy and sell in China using our
license. We also have a shipping agency,
including river and barge services. Apart from
that, we have our own trucking company,
customs agency, and we also help our customers
navigate the Free Trade Zones in China. We also
have accessibility to bonded warehouses
without VAT or import duties, in these Free
Trade Zones.

Instead of wrongfully assuming that China is
conquering, look at the number of avenues that have
opened. People think that the BRI is only for trade via
the rail freight, but the idea is also for cultures to
mingle and countries to develop in tandem. At this
juncture, we come in with our focus on eastbound,
because of a large market there. Initially, we looked at
the types of products coming in from China, which
were primarily electronics. However, we wished to
expand the pharmaceutical company coming going
from Europe to China. Most companies only can deliver
from door to hub; that is why they do not have
complete control over the product, unlike us.

NSRN: Can you tell us a bit more about your
background and role at Intermax?

NSRN: What do you think are the significant
challenges that need to be overcome for the New
Silk Road, especially with the rail routes, so that
more people adopt them, and it becomes more
efficient?

Rob: I have been in the freight forwarding
business since 1984. I work and live in the city of
Breda, Netherlands, but I have worked all over
the world: Russia, USA, Saudi Arabia, Morroco,
Romania, even Egypt. Mainly. I was always in
international logistics starting with air freight,
then ocean freight after which I set up European
distribution centres for foreign companies. I
have a strong foundation in the logistics rather
than freight forwarding, transforming trucking
and forwarding businesses into international
logistics companies. I joined Intermax to help
develop their business and focus on the rail
business to/from Europe specialising in cold
chain logistics with green solutions, including
developing 45-foot reefer containers.

Rob: Due to the current corona crisis, air cargo took a
hit. Before corona, we could compete with air freight
only rate-wise. Many companies had shipments coming
into Shanghai, which had to go to the inland of China.
However, these situations take a long time by being
stranded at the hub. With rail freight, we could cut
down on that time, by going towards the inland. These
are the advantages of rail freight; its speed makes it
faster than ocean freight, at the same time cheaper
than air freight. Moreover, it is reliability where we
come in and where I see a lot of value in the BRI.
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A few years ago, we saw massive development of
rail systems in Europe, but there was not enough
cargo moving on it; hence they were shut down. I
believe that the concept Hub and Spoke System
can tackle this issue. We need to develop the Hub
and Spoke system in Europe where containers
arrive in a European city with a hub. From this
specific hub, the product is either trucked to the
destination or sent via rail. In connection with
BRI, people need to adopt the Hub and Spoke
system.

Then combine those and then move them to Warsaw or
Hamburg, Duisburg, Paris, from there on distributes
them to the receivers. Hub and Spoke system is the
future of the BRI.
I have been giving lectures on the Hub and Spoke
system in China and Europe. Rather than pointing out
that there may be competition between different cities
and provinces in China, I suggest that they focus on a
specific region in China and from there consolidate the
products, bringing them to a particular location in
Europe. We are looking at a door to door solution with
regards to the Hub and Spoke system.

To give an example of a Hub and Spoke system,
imagine if cargo has to be transported from China
to somewhere in the middle of Europe. You can
consolidate products from Shanghai or Beijing
and bring them to Xi'an.

NSRN: Intermax has a distinct edge in
temperature-sensitive
cargo,
such
as
pharmaceuticals and perishables, and also
horticulture/greenhouse products. It is quite a
niche market; how do you view the future of
this area?

We have already developed these in Intermax. Apart
from that, there is a movement of plants and saplings
to/from China. Customs-wise in China, you cannot
deliver all the products to all the stations. In Europe,
we have the Common European Customs Law, which
allows the clearance of cargo at the nearest European
border, preventing complication at different country
borders, but this is not the case in China. If you want to
deliver seafood, you can go to Xi'an, but not to Wuhan
or Hefei.

Rob: I see a development in the future of the
former Russian Embargo products such as frozen
meat, fruits or other types of perishables where
you see the use of reefer containers
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Unfortunately, these seals were unavailable, and one
needed a license to receive them, which were absent
at the time. After managing to procure those, with
New Silk Way we were able to move the first salmon
shipment from Norway to China. One begins by
looking at the number of hurdles and resolving them.
We have also developed an 'Intervention System',
where we have maintenance crew along the routes
that solve any problems that might crop up with the
reefer containers. We track the containers and receive
a real-time electronic alert which is shared with our
partners who are doing maintenance.

You need to have the customs license and the CIQ
(Customs Information and Quarantine), which is
not the same everywhere. People think that you
can deliver to a particular hub because the rates
are meagre, but the problem is that you cannot
use it. A lot of logistics people are not aware of
this information. We have the expertise, and we
have the equipment to make sure that products
reach safely.
In Intermax, we are working on solutions, and
that's why we want to use NSRN as a base where
we share our value with the members in the
network. We are not competing with current
freight forwarders in Europe, because they have
their own market, and we are not setting up our
own company in their regions to compete. We are
neutral players and respect all relationships
between customers and forwarders. Our
knowledge is not a threat; on the contrary, we
wish are adding value for their customers utilise.

NSRN: On a final note, would you like to share
some wisdom with our readers, members and
those in the logistics industry?
Rob: If you are going to your customers to get new
business, you will face competition. But the problem
is that everyone goes for low rates and not the
solution. You must convince your customers that in
the total group one has expertise in either a region or
a mode of transport. The key is to work together and
combine our strengths to deliver a reliable solution.
We have already worked with another member in
NSRN, transporting cargo from the southern part of
China to south Germany during the coronavirus crisis.
We have advantages that go beyond just hankering for
low rates. We are transparent and are competitive
with the benefits we offer.

NSRN: Are there any recent/flagship shipments
that demonstrate Intermax's capabilities in
cold chain logistics that you can share with us?
For instance, we heard that you moved smoked
salmon via rail, how did that go?
Rob: It is essential to know about the new
development taking place in the logistics industry,
and more so using them for one's benefit.
The Russian Embargo was already opened last
year in March, but you need an electronic seal,
which is put on the containers by Russians and
removed on arrival.

Published: 27th May, 2020
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Holding the Reins of Kopf
Lübben: Thomas Manigk
Shares His Journey

Honesty, integrity, and respect, these are the
guiding principles of Kopf + Lübben Cargo Services,
a company established 44 years ago, and founding
member of the New Silk Road Network (NSRN).
Kopf + Lübben is an international logistics
company with a network of offices in Germany and
China. They are one of the critical players
transporting along the New Silk Road, with years of
experience and knowledge. To understand the
remarkable history and legacy of the company, we
had a chat with Thomas Manigk, the sole
shareholder and one of the Managing Directors of
Kopf + Lübben.

+

NSRN: Kopf + Lübben Cargo Services is a 40-yearold company with a remarkable legacy. Founded in
1976, it has established itself in all forms of
logistics. We would like to hear more about the
founding of Kopf + Lübben, and some incidents of
interest that brought the company to excellence
today. A little history lesson for our readers, per se.

We delved into the changes over the years that led
to Kopf + Lübben’s growth and success. He spoke
to us about the relevance of the New Silk Road and
its growing influence in the logistics industry. Mr
Manigk also shared his perspective on diversifying
one’s businesses and developing strong bonds
with customers. His journey with Kopf + Lübben
began in 1995, and with his ideas and
determination, the company has achieved many
laurels.

Thomas: The company was founded in 1976 by Walter
Kopf. He was working in the forwarding industry as an
employee and after a while decided to start his own
company. In 1978, only two years after commencing
business, he acquired a small company, consisting of
just five staff members, one of whom was Johann
Lübben, which is where the second part of the
company’s name is derived from.
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In 1987, another company by the name of W.
Lohmann & Co. , located in Germany’s largest
seaport, Hamburg, was bought. By 1992, we had
established an NVOCC service, and by 1994 the
company obtained its IATA license enabling us to
conduct air freight. I joined the Kopf + Lübben team
in 1995 as a director. In 1998 Walter Kopf and
Johann Lübben went into retirement, which is
when my wife and I took over the shares. In 2002,
we completely changed our corporate identity,
moved our head office and took the company to
another level. It was a common notion back then to
understand freight forwarding companies as
typical ‘sleeves-up’ kind of job. Some forwarders
did have multiple offices but most were usually
regional in reach. We changed the image of the
company to what it is today. It was always my
intention to differentiate ourselves from others by
reflecting an image which is entirely different from
the typical freight forwarding scene.

It was our ambition to become more professional in
what we did and to be taken more seriously, in an
environment where freight forwarding was
commonly seen as a necessary evil rather than a
muti-facetted, exciting “go-to” industry. The
company is headquartered in Bremen and was
initially located in the port area (Überseestadt) and
later moved to the Airport area, which was a new and
modern development. This move conveniently
coincided with the image that we wanted to
represent.

NSRN: In the year 1998, you took charge of Kopf
+ Lübben Please describe your role and the
journey you undertook with this company and
how has the company changed then? On a side
note, has your mind always been set on
logistics, or do you have other interests too?

Thomas: Let me briefly recap my background for
you. I am South African of German descent. I worked
for a German freight forwarding company in South
Africa. Their head office is located in Bremen, and
they sent me here on a two-year contract with the
intention of me returning to South Africa thereafter.

Two episodes were quite significant for the company
and I. First, when I took over the shares of the
company, the responsibility involved from then on It
was a completely different aspect to being employed
in a company. It had a considerable impact on my life
from thereon. The second was the financial crisis of
2008 / 2009 which nearly broke our neck. Although in
the long run, it probably did us good because it
changed how we dealt with specific issues.
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Shortly before my return, I met, Christina Kopf,
daughter of the founder of Kopf + Lübben, now
my wife, which is why I’m still here in Bremen
(laughs). I believe that my upbringing in South
Africa, known as the rainbow nation, has played
an important role in my ability to understand
people’s needs, irrespective of their background,
colour or creed; a very important aspect of our
business,
particularly
when
operating
internationally.
Since joining in 1995, the company has undergone
many changes. We have added services, opened
additional offices, both locally and abroad and
have successfully adapted to shifting patterns and
the transformation of our industry. As in many
other industries, transportation and logistics is
experiencing many changes in technology,
customer expectations and business models. New
entrants in the form of start-ups exploiting new
technologies are creating an increasingly
competitive environment. It is our goal to not only
keep pace, but to also set trends, as is the case
with offering rail freight services along the New
Silk Road since 2014. Each day is different for me,
and there are no routines. There are various
issues to deal with everyday which makes the job
very exciting and one which for many years now
has dominated my life, both in the office and at
home. I do, however, find time for other interests,
such as good cooking and sports (I admit that
nowadays it is watching rather than actively
participating). I have a passion for a wide range of
music and a great interest in African wildlife.

The transformation which has taken place, such as
supply chains which have become a lot more
intricate, e-commerce, digitisation, blockchains etc.
have attracted a large number of diverse professions
to our industry. This, in turn, has made freight
forwarding and logistics more attractive for younger
generations. As a company, we are very involved in
vocational training and in ensuring that our staff has
access to further education. What I am getting at, is
that while technology and the management and
supply of data have become increasingly important,
our business remains a people’s business with
personal contact to employees, customers and
vendors remaining an integral, important part of the
total picture. So, while I recognise that technological
innovation is indispensable, our staff remain our most
valuable asset. I sincerely hope, that this social streak
is something that our company will never lose,
thereby making us a future-proof, exciting employer
with a bright perspective.

NSRN: Values preserved and lessons learnt,
cement a company’s foundations. What are
some of the values that you learnt while
working here and what are the values that you
would like to teach those who will carry your
legacy forward?
Thomas: For a long time, the freight forwarding
industry was not seen as an industry with much
integrity. I am very pleased to see that over the
years, the industry has become a lot more
professional which has enhanced its prestige.
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NSRN: Since NSRN is a logistics network that
focuses on the Belt and Road Initiative, how do
you see the role of rail freight for the future of
logistics? What challenges are there still to
overcome for rail and intermodal logistics to
be more effective?

But I hear that they are working hard to solve this
challenge. Finally, the most time-consuming process is
the cross border customs formalities. There is always
the risk of political influence disrupting the trains, but
other than that the service itself has a solid foundation
with great potential.

Thomas: We have been involved in the New Silk
Road, ever since it began. At the outset, much like
everyone else, we didn’t think there was much of
a future.

NSRN: Finally, with your experience are there any
lessons that you would like to share with our other
members and readers, given that many companies
are struggling to survive in these trying times.

There were a lot of uncertainties, including
political challenges. It was only with time that
people gathered more trust in the system and the
New Silk Road. At this point, I can confidently say
that rail freight will remain and grow. Despite
harsh criticism towards China, I firmly believe in
the Belt and Road Initiative, especially since the
rail infrastructure along the New Silk Road has
now established itself. We transport a lot different
products via rail freight—automobile parts,
textile, machinery parts, just about everything.
Another added benefit is that rail freight is more
sustainable too.

Thomas: We have experienced many advantages by
diversifying ourselves. We don’t focus on a single mode
of transport; instead, we serve them all. In the current
situation, when road freight has been weak, we saw the
growth of rail freight. When the demand for ocean
freight subsided, air freight boomed. It is advantageous
to have a broad base.We have been fortunate during
the coronavirus crisis. Currently, we have been very
busy with shipments. The first three months were a
little harsh, but we have seen things improving a lot. We
have always created sufficient reserves and we are loyal
to our vendors and supportive towards our customers.
When we look into the future, we see disruption, we see
transformation and we see enormous challenges ahead
as a result of the downturn in the world economy. But
most of all, we see opportunities!

I think some issues require attention. The transit
time can be shortened, apart from that, there are
different rail gauges in China, Russia and then
Europe. So, changing gauges can be timeconsuming.

Published: 28th May 2020
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CHS Containers Handel
Creates Flexibility With
Shipper s Owned
Containers

We recently caught up with Rebekka Wang,
Managing Director of CHS Containers Handel’s
China office. CHS Containers Handel is one of the
founding partners of New Silk Road Network
(NSRN). After finishing a busy day's work, Ms.
Wang spoke to us regarding various topics
involving their business.

'

NSRN: We would like to dive into CHS's operation in
China. When were the offices set up, and what was
the process of expanding into the Chinese market?
Moreover, as you are the Managing Director of the
CHS's China operation, when did you join the
company and what are your roles and
responsibilities?

Apart from an already established set up in
Europe, we learnt how the China branch, led by
Ms. Wang is extensively growing their presence in
the region and playing a part in connecting East
and West. On a more important note, Ms. Wang
described the benefits of Shipper's Owned
Containers (SOCs) and their increasing demand.
Finally, Ms. Wang also stressed on the need for
having a strong partner and customer base that
will see a company through unforeseeable
occurrences.

Rebekka: CHS Containers Group is a German company,
started in 1978 and in 40 years it has expanded through
Germany, Europe and now in China. We are a part of
their operations in Asia. CHS began their first office in
Taiwan, to cover the Asian continent, but it did not
work out. So CHS built up their operations in mainland
China, and we are based in Shanghai.
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We registered ourselves in 2018, and I joined the
China operations team in 2019. Although, I have
been a part of CHS Containers since 2001,
working for their daughter company WCT. Now
I'm reunited with the mother company. So it's
been almost 20 years.
Essentially, I trade containers worldwide. This is
what I have done in this business for almost 20
years now. For CHS, it was necessary to come to
China to do some business along the New Silk
Road. It was also a good time for me to join, and I
am quite happy here. I appreciate this
opportunity and my colleagues. I hope they are
happy too! (laughs). We have a small yet
hardworking team of 5 people that were
carefully selected for the task at hand. So much
of my work takes place over the mobile phone,
so it goes where I go. Even my colleagues work
this way. The customers or truckers reach out to
us anytime they have a problem, so sometimes
the calls come at odd hours.
NSRN: The Belt and Road Initiative has been
significantly contributing to connecting the
East and West. As New Silk Road Network's
focus is on the creating a transparent
environment for business', what would you
think are some of the misconceptions that
people have while conducting business with a
company based in China? Is it different being
a China-based branch of a German company?
What are the main challenges in intermodal
and transport along the Silk Road?

Coming to intermodal, it is still brand new and cannot
be compared to the big sea vessels or the speed offered
by air cargo. You cannot do the same with air or sea
freight, as the cost of air freight is too high and sea
freight takes a long time. Even though there might a lot
of challenges, we believe that there is untapped
potential, but one disadvantage is that it is not as
popular in Europe as compared to China. That is why
many European countries are unaware of the steps to
undertake while conducting intermodal transport.

Rebekka: CHS containers is a well-known and
reputed German company, with remarkable
work-ethics. Our partners and customers are
also acquainted with our work ethos. CHS China,
imbibes the same European working culture and
our own Chinese style, in this way we cater to
our customers from all across. One of the most
significant issues that lots of Chinese companies
face is communication, but we do not face that
in CHS China since we are multilingual. We like
to make our customers feel comfortable.
Moreover, we offer them fair prices and safe
cargo handling.

We hope to share our experiences with other European
companies, and that is why such a network is
significant.
NSRN: As CHS mainly works with shippers' owned
containers both on the sea and rail freight side, how
has the business related to these two modes of
transport developed for you? What are the common
misunderstandings or opportunities missed out for
people when it comes to leveraging SOCs?
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Rebekka: We not only have demands from
shipping lines or railways, but we have also had
sustained opportunities to perform project cargo.
Thankfully, we have a massive demand from all
over. This is what many local companies do not
have. One of the problems that we sometimes
face is that people do not know how to book or
handle SOCs. We have to inform them step-bystep and take them through the procedure.
However, more and more companies are now
learning about SOCs and prefer it.

Even though we don't do logistics, there is much
business for us with rail and ocean freight. Since the
Hub and Spoke system is healthy in China, we always
maintain a good relationship with truckers, as they like
to know whom they are working with. We have many
good connections with trucking companies and can
help our customers with last-mile delivery in China.
What is most important for us is to have stable
cooperation with our customers and partners, and this
is because we provide better rates; we are flexible, and
we undertake all procedures professionally.

We can move containers from China to any part of
the world, including America. We also allow our
customers to keep containers for a longer time.
We understand that returning empty containers
strains the pocket of our customers. Therefore, we
also offer to give back the containers to shipping
lines. With our network of partners and
customers, we often repurchase the containers,
keeping it as flexible as possible.

NSRN: Was there an impact because of coronavirus
on Chinese operations? If so, what were the
measures you took to stabilise the business and
retain customers? Were there any lessons learnt?
Rebekka: Unfortunately, the coronavirus caused some
unprecedented situations for us at the time. From
February to March, things were at a standstill as the
depots were closed and the containers could not move
at all. However, things have changed, and everything is
back to normal now. The business has considerably
picked up, and we are doing well again. There was
much to learn from this experience. It has been the
survival of the fittest, but that can only be achieved if
you have secure and reliable partners who will be there
for you in time of crisis.

NSRN: Many people say that the hub system for
rail freight is not yet as mature as ocean
freight, given that it is less mature, what is
your take on that?
Rebekka: Of course, rail freight is new and will
take some time to reach the abilities of ocean
freight. Our business is with containers; therefore,
we have a broad base of clients, including railway
companies and some government platforms too.

Published: 28th June, 2020
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Hövelmann Logistik Sets
the Standards for
Responsible and Green
Company

Hövelmann Logistik, a founding member of New
Silk Road Network (NSRN), is a company 75-yearold company with a unique legacy and an exciting
past. A family run business, Hövelmann has been
resilient over the decades because of a distinctive
factor that we learnt about in an interview with
Frank Maslock. Mr Maslock is the branch manager
for Hövelmann Logistik’s set up in Haldensleben,
where he has operational and managerial
responsibilities. Working with the company for
over seven years, Mr Maslock gave us a glimpse
into Hövelmann’s business model and ethos.

NSRN: 1945 was a memorable year in Germany’s
history (death of Hitler and surrender of Germany),
this was also the year that Hövelmann Logistik was
founded. How was the climate for new business
back then, and what were some of the challenges
that the early founders had to overcome? How has it
influenced business today?

The talk covered the humble beginnings of
Hövelmann Logistik and their path to success.
Moreover, we learnt about the companies wide
array of facilities and their strong commitment
towards running a sustainable company. The
distinctive factor that Mr Maslock pointed out to
us reflects well with NSRN, and that is the need for
good networking.

Frank: The conditions for running a company were
different back then. So naturally, it required ingenuity
to manoeuvre in such a scenario. Our founder,
Bernhard Hövelmann, the founder of Hövelmann
Logistik, was a great talent. He began as a baker’s
apprentice and then bought an old wartime truck
which he used to transport coal from Ruhr area to the
local farms, he even carried pigs to and from the
slaughterhouse.
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Bernhard Hövelmann had two essential skills,
communicating and networking, with which he
established a good base for himself. Since money or
currency didn’t exist at the time, services were
rendered for goods such as bacon or sausages!

First, in 1968 Hövelmann opened a branch in Berlin, at
the time the Berlin Wall stood firm so it was quite a
privilege to get permission from the West German
authorities to set up a branch there. Second, after the
collapse of the Wall, Hövelmann went to Haldensleben
to take over the transport company there and further
expand their set up. Finally, in 2014 Hövelmann delved
into contract logistics. The company transformed from
forwarding to a logistics unit, acquiring almost
80,000sq meter of space at that time.

By 1951, he bought a new truck, and in the following
years, he slowly began to grow the business. In
1954, Berhard Hövelmann had three trucks along
with a set of employees. His son, Wilhelm
Hövelmann, joined the business at a young age. In
1963, at the age of 23, he took charge of the
company as Bernhard Hövelmann passed away. A
visionary like his father, Wilhelm Hövelmann
expanded the company immensely, as he acquired
230 trucks, 700 employees and a total of 100,000 sq
meters of storage area.

Though the company had seen many changes since its
beginning in 1945, the core values acquired then drive
the company forward today. We always build a secure
connection with our customers and strive to find
solutions for all their needs. Moreover, we have the will
to develop and grow with a sense of openness and
inclusivity. Finally, the most critical aspect is to
continue networking, that helps to maintains our
relationships and increases our reach.

Three significant milestones shaped the company to
what it is today.

NSRN: Since you are the Branch Manager of
Hövelmann’s Haldensleben setup, what are
your current roles? How long have you been
with Hövelmann, and what has your journey
been like? What does a typical day look like for
you?

Frank: I joined Hövelmann 7 years ago and am
responsible for warehouse setups in Haldensleben and
customers. We perform food, textile and automobile
logistics for our clients. Interestingly, no one day is
similar at work.
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Since there are many different tasks to look after
on a day to day basis, the job is very exciting for
me! I have always been a part of the logistics
industry. I finished my studies in Bremerhaven in
the 1990s and began working in this sector. My
work with Hövelmann is engaging and keeps me
on the go. I have many different responsibilities in
the Haldensleben branch. I have operational
duties which involve keeping a close eye of the
warehouse operations daily. I have managerial
responsibilities that require me to look after my
staff and delegate duties. Finally, I am also
intensely involved in customer support and
management. Some of my additional tasks include
acquiring new customers, calculating and planning
business with new or existing customers.

NSRN: Since NSRN focuses on the Belt and Road
Initiative, what do you think are the challenges
faced by a company like yours when it comes to
building a business with China and other regions
along the BRI?

Since our focus is mainly on the national scenario,
we don’t partake in the sea or air freight. For other
members in NSRN, we offer the services that I just
mentioned and ensure that we provide top-notch
facilities, and find the best possible solutions for
them.

Frank: We are very committed to having a sustainable
firm. We understand that trucks are not the most ecofriendly vehicles, but we take multiple steps to cut
down our carbon emission.

Frank: In principle, we work with producers and
traders in Hövelmann. Naturally, we believe that the
New Silk Road is on an upwards path in terms of
expansion. We are looking for qualitative growth when
it comes to this initiative. We understand that many
companies are working along the Belt and Road
Initiative.
However, we are a purely national company; we mostly
provide value-added services, such as last-mile delivery
or warehousing.

Moreover, we have installed technology that prevents
empty mileage. In short, we are committed to having a
sustainable firm with a focus on reducing our carbon
emissions, as we find the most economical and green
solutions for our customers.

NSRN: As a large part of your company is involved
in trucking and warehousing, are there active
steps that you incorporate in your company to be
sustainable in your operations?

Published: 28th June, 2020
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CSL Poland develops West
Pomerania as a New
Frontier for The New Silk
Road

When running a logistics company, most of us are
focused on acquiring the cheapest rates, growing our
business fast and connecting with numerous partners
across the globe. However, NSRN's member CSL
Poland has a different outlook. We spoke to
Przemysław Hołowacz, the Chief Development Officer
of CSL Poland about creating a thriving business
based on inclusivity and supporting the local
community.

NSRN: Your company was established in 1998, since
then you have created a strong business focusing on
developing connections between China and Poland,
along with extending your reach to Germany and
Scandinavia. Can you briefly describe for our
readers the history behind the foundations of your
company and the journey since?

CSL Poland was started by Mr. Hołowacz’s mother,
Laura Hołowacz, whose ingenuity and skills created a
business that focuses on providing safe and reliable
options for their customers. The mother-son duo is
now leading the company towards exciting
developments, such as the European Union funded,
CCIC terminal in Dunikowo.

Przemysław: My mother, Laura Hołowacz, started this
company in 1998. At the time, few investors came to her
and proposed some support to start the company. With
only 3000 euro as the initial investment, my mother,
along with her small computer and a car, started this
company. Her knowledge and experience helped our
company become one of the most significant
forwarding units in the region.

In conversation with Mr. Hołowacz…
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She started CSL to develop a reliable and safe
forwarding unit. I, on the other hand, joined the
company more than seven years ago. I started
working from the bottom rungs of the company and
worked in different areas to gain varied experience.
As of now, I am the Chief Development Officer of
CSL.
We conduct land, air, sea transport and we have one
of the biggest customs agencies in our area. We are
located in all major Polish cities, such as
Swinoujscie, Stettin, Gdynia- Gdansk. We have a
diverse customer network and work with clients
from the aluminium sector, pulp and paper
industry, food industry, e-commerce business and
many others.
We are certified by many international agencies
such as AEO, IFS and ISO. As I already mentioned,
we want to create a feeling of safety for our
customers by protecting their cargo and assets.
Moreover, we grow with our partners by cherishing
their support and commitment to expanding their
business with us. CSL is developing every year,
along with our clients and partners. Five years ago,
we opened our new office in Stettin, which was a
good investment for us. Our city recognised my
mother's work in restoring this old slaughterhouse
as our new office and more importantly, a cultural
centre. This brought many praises for CSL, and my
mother was awarded honorary ambassadorship of
our city this month. Two years ago, we launched
another initiative, the CCIC intermodal depot in
Dunikowo. Along with this we also have an IT
company established one year ago.

This is the first dry intermodal terminal in the West
Pomeranian area, no other such terminals currently
exist in the region. We noticed that this area is booming
now. It is an excellent region to set up an e-commerce
business, especially to move cargo to Scandinavia,
Germany, and other parts of northern Europe.
Here in Poland, logistics costs are much cheaper and
the terminals are closer in proximity, as compared to
Germany or Scandinavia. That is one the reasons why
we want to invest in this dry terminal, the other being
that companies such as Zalando and Amazon are
already set up here.

NSRN: The CCIC Intermodal depot sounds like
something that would for sure be of interest to
our readers. Would you like to tell us more about
it and also the current progress on it?

We realised that road transport could not be the only
system from this area, also since the coronavirus
pandemic we saw that many trucks were halted due to
the lockdown, causing traffic jams. That is why the rail
connections are so much more necessary now. Another
company is building a warehouse in that area; we are
talking to more players to develop spaces for the
discharge of containers and storage of cargo. We hope
to launch the terminal at the end of 2022.

Przemysław: We are building a dry terminal, for
containers and intermodal trailers, while also
connecting with some warehouse companies. Right
now, we have compiled all the documents required
to proceed with construction of the terminal. We
have also received a hefty grant from the European
Union for about 8 million euros.
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At the same time, it is understandable that new
initiative involves new learnings, what are some of
the lessons that you learnt while doing business
along the New Silk Road?

NSRN: How do you think the terminal can tie in
with the developments of the New Silk Road?
Przemysław: When I spoke with our Chinese
partners, they told me that Stettin is the doorway to
Scandinavia for goods that are coming from China.
They told us that we have the best logistics
connection to Scandinavia. In our area, some
companies import clothes from China to the middle
of Poland, for example, Poznan and from there they
transport the goods to Stettin by truck. We want to
expand the New Silk Road all the way to Stettin for
this reason and further to Scandinavia and parts of
Germany.

Przemysław: I think the big mistake that people in
logistics make is that they think only about their own
respective businesses.
There was a sentence that I heard in an intermodal
conference that stayed with me: 'if you want to go fast
you can go alone, but if you want to go far you should
go together'. If we as logistics companies want to build
good connections with China, we need work to
together. Unfortunately, people are just working for
themselves, which may be all right for a short period,
but in the long run, it is not sustainable. To go far in this
sector, we must cooperate and propose to our clients
in China the best logistics option; the fastest and the
cheapest.

NSRN: Poland is one of the key stops in the New
Silk Road, but there are still some myths that
prevent many people from involving in
themselves in conducting their business with
China. As a Polish player, and an EU business,
what do you think are some misunderstanding?

I noticed that many manufactures only know two or
three types of transport, like air or sea. They are not
aware of the opportunities for rail transport. EU has
now discovered the importance of rail, and they are
significantly investing in infrastructure. We have
already seen 600 million euros of investment from the
EU so far, and this amount is growing every year. Polish
rail connections are getting much more robust and by
next year, most projects in the country will be
complete. Poland will be the doorway to Europe for the
New Silk Road. Since we have one of the biggest
terminals in southern Poland, in Sławków, where the
trains can directly come in from China without
changing gauge. This is a better alternative to
Małaszewicze.
NSRN: Stettin is very close to the German border
and has been chosen as the new home for many
large E-commerce distribution centers (such as
Amazon etc). How has this impacted the overall
business as a Stettin based company?
Przemysław: In Stettin, we have around 400
Scandinavian companies and 100 German companies.
They launch their business here because we are
cheaper and very close to terminals.
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We could have easily invested in a new building, and
that would have cost us less, but when my mother
noticed the building, she felt drawn to it and decided to
start a business here. Last year we hosted about 244
cultural activities, there was something new happening
here almost every day! Most of these cultural activities
conducted here are not charged, and everyone is
welcomed. For this reason, my mother received the
honorary ambassadorship of the city. These titles are
usually given to famous artists, musicians, or writers,
but no one from the business industry. My mother is
the first person from the field of business to receive this
title.

Interestingly, one of our partners in East Germany
informed us that they get their delivery from Stettin
and not the German Amazon. Amazon has started
to operate in lots of new areas, and wherever it
goes, it attracts lots of logistics companies. Our area
has grown rapidly, and the unemployment rate last
year was only about 2% which is quite low. Of
course, the pandemic increased this percentage.
But on the bright side, it might be a good time for
new companies to set up because previously they
had everything except labour and now that won't
be the case.
I believe that the area will get much business soon.
We have many collaborations with e-commerce
companies in this area already. We conduct sea or
road logistics and customs clearance for them. The
business with e-commerce companies is growing
between 20-40% every year.

Interestingly, when we transformed the building, even
the surrounding area began to change. There was not
much around here before, now there are new
buildings, with a few restaurants popping up. A
thousand or so people spend their time here: it is a very
integral part of our city now. Previously, this whole
area was closed, with no lights, no roads and no
buildings. But now, there is a thriving business with
many people spending time here.

NSRN: We would like to shed light on a
fascinating aspect of your company. CSL is
deeply involved in community activities and
responsibilities. Would you like to tell us why do
you think it is important for businesses to
support the activities of local communities?

Economically, it was not the most appropriate decision
to take because we invested a lot more, but the whole
city recognises us due to our contribution. Even some
of our Scandinavian logistics partners told us that once
they looked at our building, they realised that we were
a unique company, and were excited to work with us.
Surprisingly, we gained two contracts because of how
our office looks.This has been one of our central
projects, and now we are focused on the Dunikowo
terminal. The CCIC intermodal terminal in Dunikowo
will provide opportunities for different companies
since it will be an open terminal, and other logistics
clients can also grow with us. We have a very inclusive
philosophy when it comes to increasing business along
the New Silk Road.

Przemysław: The first floor of the old
slaughterhouse consists mainly of our offices,
whereas the ground floor has a restaurant, a theatre
and a concert hall. We have also established a
souvenir store that sells books of local writers and
books about our area. It also sells products by local
designers. We are very proud of this initiative.
We always wanted to move differently than others.
Therefore, when we were looking for a new space
for our company, we discovered this area.

Published: 28th July, 2020
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Agemar Global Logistics
Leverages Istanbul’s
Strategic Position Along
the BRI

One of New Silk Road Network's (NSRN) founding
members, Agemar Global Logistics has been on a
steady growth incline since their foundation in the
year 2002. In our latest interview with Mrs Deniz
Aydincan, the Managing Director of Agemar, we
learnt about the advantages of their strategic
location in Istanbul, the challenges during
coronavirus and finally their future goals.

NSRN: Agemar has a robust operation in Turkey,
even though it was founded in the early 2000s. It
seems to us that the history of the company is filled
with many achievements taking place in a short
period. Would like to tell us more about the origins
of the company and the course so far?

A promising development planned for the coming
years, Agemar sees rail freight as a game-changer
in the logistics sector. To learn more about these
developments, we had a conversation with Mrs
Aydincan.

Deniz: I founded Agemar in 2002 with the mission of
providing complete global logistics services and
exceeding our customers' expectations through
delivering quality and excellence in all aspects of our
business. Our business has been developed mostly with
mainland China because of Turkey' s import and export
volumes. We were exporting block marble to China, and
importing semi-finished products, raw materials and
the other consumer goods from there.
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Our volume was 550-600 TEUs of export and 200 of
TEUs import weekly. However, in the year 2016, we
lost the marble business and our volumes slightly
decreased. Soon after, we turned our focus to
project cargo and became a certified shipping
agent in all Turkish ports.
We are members of several different networks
including project and shipping etc. We have been
receiving and sending two – three project
shipments (out of gauge and oversized) to/from
Turkey almost every week.
NSRN: Apart from your involvement with
project cargo, you also operate your own
warehouses. Would you like to tell us a bit more
about your local operations? How would you say
you are positioned in the local market? And
what are the development plans for the
company in the next few years?
Deniz: Our focus is mostly on project/heavy-lift
shipments to/from Turkey. In terms of warehouse
management, we have the capabilities of handling
and storing goods in our warehouse before
transportation. This offers additional benefits to
the clients by saving them storage costs, time and
extra packaging etc. We control two warehouses
(bonded and non-bonded) in Istanbul, on both the
Asian and European Side. Another bonus point is
our close proximity to industrial areas and ports.
Our plan for coming years is to become a complete
logistics solution provider (3PL), and railway
station controller in Turkey.

Mersin is another significant gateway between the
Middle East and CIS countries, as it has an excellent rail
connection. Advantages such as these allow us to be a
major player in the logistics sector by enabling us to
create business across the continents. The recent
development of the tunnel system under the Bosporus
river connects the two continents (Asia and Europe) by
a rail, adding another route to the BRI.

NSRN: Turkey has many thriving ports and
historically has been the gateway between the
East and West. So, it is understandable that your
expertise in ocean freight is substantial. How
has the geographical location impacted your
market as a forwarder, and how important do
you think Turkey is to the Belt and Road
Initiative (BRI)?

We realised that road transport could not be the only
system from this area, also since the coronavirus
pandemic we saw that many trucks were halted due to
the lockdown, causing traffic jams. That is why the rail
connections are so much more necessary now. Another
company is building a warehouse in that area; we are
talking to more players to develop spaces for the
discharge of containers and storage of cargo. We hope
to launch the terminal at the end of 2022.

Deniz: There are several well-equipped ports in
Turkey which give us the opportunity of being the
gateway between Asia, the Middle East and
Europe, allowing us to connect continents.
Historically, Istanbul has been central to the
ancient Silk Route by linking Asia and Europe.

NSRN: Are there any challenges that you face while
conducting business along the BRI? At the moment,
Turkey is well connected per road, air and sea, and
since the end of last year, per rail as well with the
connections via the middle corridor towards China.
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However, rail connections have been seen by
many as unreliable and immature. How do you
see this? Is it a realistic or outdated view? What
do you think still needs to be improved?

Governments need to support the importance and ease
of using the railway systems by building new structures
of railway management with updated tariffs and
flexible rules. Governmental support is always essential
across countries. Otherwise, the sea freight will remain
uncontestable.

Deniz: The main challenges in this beautiful
geographical
location
are
monopolism,
authoritarian state structure and bureaucratic
difficulties. These are significant roadblocks to grow
businesses. At the same time, the robust railway
connection in this corridor reduces time as
compared to the seaway. Our view is that the
railway is more reliable and feasible. Rail can
transport unique products that are central to many
industries, in a shorter time and at lower costs. A
reduction of transit time unburdens factories by
reducing the use of stock and storage.

NSRN: The coronavirus has been causing lots of
problems across the world. Was there any impact on
your business? If so, how did you deal with it, and
what did you learn from that experience?
Deniz: Yes, many adverse effects impacted us too. We
closed our offices from March 17th till July 1st. In this
period, we arranged everything from home via the
internet and worked accordingly.

Due to the general situation, there was some
decline and delay in our work, but nothing
unbeatable. Since we mostly focused on air freight,
we maintained regular contact with our existing
customers, and we did not lose them. Interestingly,
we learnt that some departments could efficiently
work from home, giving us ideas to reduce costs.

For the next step, we will redesign our organization
with this experience. Finally, we are also in the process
of establishing a new company that will focus
exclusively on rail operations. Of course, this will take
some time, but we are quite excited and determined to
take our company to the next level.
Published: 28th July, 2020
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A Varied Portfolio of an
Expansive Company: An
Interview With Rieck
Holding GmbH
Co.KG

New Silk Road Network's (NSRN) founding member,
Rieck Holding GmbH & Co.KG is a well established
and successful venture in the German logistics
market. With its broad reach across the globe, Rieck
has the capabilities and experience of many
generations. In an interview with Mr Gunnar
Mickeleit-Jung, we realized the various services that
Rieck offers to its customers and the efforts it makes
to sustain business relations with everyone.

&

NSRN: Rieck Holding is quite an established
company, which has seen significant growth. In the
2000s, Rieck Logistics Group was reorganized and
the Rieck Holding was founded. Rieck Holding is
responsible for driving the group forward especially
for most of the strategic decisions. We would like to
know the journey, since then days to now. What is
the focus of the company, and what are its future
expectations?

Mr Mickeleit-Jung's dedication to promoting Rieck
as a global logistics provider was evident with his
extensive knowledge of procedural functions of
each of its departments. He shared how Rieck
pursues to take over the whole supply chain of a
product rather than, look after a specific segment of
it. Moreover, he shared how Rieck's growing
business with B2C sector helped during the
coronavirus pandemic.

Gunnar: We are a family-owned company, and right
now, the third and fourth generation of the family
members are shareholders and managing partners of
the company. We initially started with road transport,
and then in the 70s, we established contract logistics.

In conversation with Mr Mickeleit-Jung…
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As Rieck was growing, we established consulting
services and an in-house IT department. These units
form a part of our core competence now. Today we
have a successful and stable group of companies with
independent operative business units, controlled and
supported by the holding company with the
shareholders. For the future, we are looking at
digitalisation, which is at the top of our agenda and will
bring some revolutionary changes in our set up. We are
preparing ourselves for this.

After that, we created Rieck's air and sea cargo
department and Rieck disposal logistics. In the last
few years, we have built new forwarding terminals,
warehouses for fulfilment and also significantly
expanded on the waste disposal logistics sector.
We achieved essential milestones through strategic
investments, which extend across all our
departments. The expansion course was primarily
concerned with opening up additional business
areas in new locations. To give you a complete idea,
in the sea and air freight segment, we have opened
additional branches, have established a worldwide
network across the world and have also founded an
own company in China. We have a strong focus on
our customers and network partners. We have had
tremendous development and expansion as
shareholders and founding members in many
international networks.

NSRN: What does your day to day entail, and what
roles and responsibilities do you take over in Rieck?
Gunnar: I have worked for Rieck since 2004, so it has
been 16 years. I started in the sales department, and
now I am based in the headquarters in Berlin
(Großbeeren).

We try to find customer potential to build the whole
supply chain. For example, we start from the production
unit in China, ship it to Europe in one of our warehouses
and finish with the distribution in Europe. We also acquire
tenders and try to find suitable customers for the services
we offer.

The daily business includes staying in contact
with all operations and sales departments. As a
member of the Rieck Holding, I take on central
tasks such as leading and coordinating key
accounts and special projects. Apart from tender
management, I am also responsible for customer
projects for the Group.
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Your trucking base is strong in Germany and Europe,
and with warehouses in Germany, Netherlands and
Czech, your reach is expansive in the region. What
other special services are offered, that would
significantly help Chinese companies seeking to
export to Europe or vice versa?

We have many customers who work with several of
Rieck's business units which allows us to
strategically develop a relationship with them. We
have a central contact person in these units who is
responsible for the functioning, both within their
group and in the daily work with network partners.
This has made us a global partner integral to
operations for our customers abroad. Furthermore,
we also develop and supervise special projects
between Asia and Europe. Through cooperation
with new network partners, we can develop
ourselves continuously. For that reason, we are also
part of NSRN, which is an exciting addition to our
portfolio.

Gunnar: Rieck has been working in the Chinese market
for the past 30 years. In this time we also established
our headquarters in Shanghai. We have extensive onsite services, are well networked and very flexible. We
also see that there is a high demand for e-commerce
solutions. In our Fulfillment Solutions division, we offer
extensive and unique services for the online market,
including product finishing (engraving, printing and
more), packaging highlights, returns check and
recycling, end-to-end order transparency and all this
with a high level of in-house IT competence.

NSRN: Rieck Holding primarily organises
trucking and warehousing for its customer base.

We receive many requests for goods from China for
the European market and vice versa. For Chinese
companies, we know that they look for a
combination of good service and price, and that is
something that we can provide. On the other hand,
certain products are sold to Asia by German online
retailers, and we provide the logistics basis for
them.

This involves time window control, analysis and
selection of appropriate consolidation points,
packaging services, overseas transportation to Asia,
customs clearance on both sides and JIT deliveries to
production.
As a third example, I can mention waste disposal
logistics. We operate a disposal terminal in Neuss
(Dusseldorf) for all recyclable materials. From there,
they are sent all over the world.

In the B2B market, we have special services in
procurement logistics, with the coordination of
transports throughout Europe.
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Not everyone has their own baling press, which is a
superior service, and we offer the possibility of
adding value in the production of bales ready for
sale.

In the airfreight sector there was a one-sided
decline in the number of orders. However, it was
possible to compensate this to some extent,
primarily through an unexpectedly high demand for
products such as masks or hygiene products from
the medical sector.

NSRN: New Silk Road Network has a focus of
developing a robust network between SMEs
along the BRI. Because of a developing Hub and
Spoke system in Europe, many trucking
companies support these rail hubs. How do you
think
your
company
leverages
these
opportunities?

However, it was possible to compensate this to
some extent, primarily through an unexpectedly
high demand for products such as masks or hygiene
products from the medical sector. Due to our stable
and broad customer base, we have seen minimal
impact during the lockdown on land transport and
fulfilment. A few years ago, we decided to include
B2C as an addition to our B2B portfolio, which
helped immensely. During the peak phase of the
corona lockdown, the orders and demand shifted
from air freight to other sectors, which provided an
overall sense of continuity and stability.

Gunnar: We do not primarily work with the Hub
and Spoke system for rail, but we do offer container
transport from China to Duisburg. We pick up the
containers from the terminals and conduct the
transportation from the consignee or the
warehouse.
We see the increasing demand for rail, as it is
cheaper than air freight and faster than sea freight.
We do not use trucking systems for this much, but
we do sometimes move containers via rail from
Duisburg or Hamburg and so on.

Now, we are slowing going towards normal in air
freight, but it is still a step by step movement
towards 'normal'. Many passenger planes are not
flying yet, therefore the capacity and demand is
limited . We do not know how long this will
continue. As said before, we did have some
customers with declining volumes, but there have
been customers with increasing business, especially
the B2C business. Overall, Rieck has sustained
through a diversified business model, and we look
forward to more upcoming developments in the
future.

Typically our clients want the containers in our
warehouses(Hamburg, Berlin etc.), where we use
existing terminals where our containers can arrive.
As of now, we see that infrastructure still needs to
develop a lot more for this.
NSRN: As the coronavirus pandemic continues in
different parts of the world, Germany has now
become relatively stable. Were there any
significant effects during the lockdown period
here? How has the recovery been?
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Gunnar: We are back to our normal functioning
now, and since we are lucky enough to have a mix
of customers both B2B and B2C customers, we
managed to have regular daily business and
prevented a loss. Of course, this was mostly for
transport and contract logistics, but we faced
problems like other companies in the air freight
business.
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Rail Freight Saves the Day:
MEL Logistics Share Their
Experience During the
Coronavirus Pandemic

Recently we spoke to Emrah Erkut, the Managing
Director of MEL Logistics, one of New Silk Road
Network's (NSRN) founding members. Mr Erkut, a
dedicated and hardworking individual, who strives
to provide logistics solutions for CIS countries, the
Middle East and Central Asia. We learnt about the
knowledge and experience required in operating in
Central Asia, as each country is fraught with
complex bureaucratic processes.

NSRN: MEL Logistics is a relatively young company,
and it is making its way as a key forwarding unit in
Turkey and along the New Silk Road. What was the
motivation to start MEL? And what are your future
expectations from the company?

Mr Erkut also shared his experience with solidifying
their rail freight unit during the coronavirus
pandemic, which was welcomed as a silver lining.
Finally, he also stressed on the various aspects of
rail freight that made it more stable and secure as
compared to other logistics options. Mr Erkut's
lively and determined nature conveyed to us that
he received challenges, and emerged with the right
solution in mind.

Emrah: MEL Logistics was established in May 2018. It is
a new addition to our family's business group, which
was founded in 1984. The idea to start MEL was to have
an undoubtedly different set up from other companies
because we aimed to provide service to Central Asia,
CIS countries and the Middle East. The other companies
in the group are mainly focused on European traffic and
intercontinental sea freight and generally relating to
the Turkish sea base.

In conversation with Emrah Erkut…
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In that period, we loaded more than 100 containers
successfully. Generally, we prefer to make long term
plans, but unfortunately, the pandemic made it a little
complicated. Back then, we had to plan daily; at least
now we can suit ourselves with monthly goals. We
have been investing quite a lot in different kinds of
equipment such as 45 FT swap body equipment, which
is a significant advantage for us and our multimodal
and intermodal services. We aim to be the bridge
between Europe and Asia.

The idea of the business group was to expand our
reach to other business areas, especially in the
regions that I mentioned because there is a huge
demand for logistics. Though we may be young, we
have an experience of 21 years as a family-owned
business group and have professionally managed
our logistics business. During the coronavirus
pandemic, we learnt quite a lot, and it had some
influence on our plans, but we knew we had to
adapt and change according to the situation. Eighty
per cent of the logistics stopped, but it was also an
excellent opportunity to work with the railway. We
had practised rail freight a bit before, but only on
specific routes like EU-Turkey or vice a versa while
moving our equipment like swap bodies or
containers. But the situation changed the course
for our future as we had to use wagons, or hire
container wagons, and we decided to step up and
become railway service providers.

I turned one of my rooms at home into an actual
functional office. I end up working on holidays too.
We never give up on looking for alternative
solutions, that is what we do. We are a young and
energetic company, and the management has
selected the team with the same outlook. Because
of this reason, my team and I work a lot.

NSRN: What does your day to day look like? What
are the roles and responsibilities that you overlook?
Emrah: I spend a long time in the office, and I think I am a
bit of a workaholic (laughs), my day never finishes. I work
a minimum of 10 hours every day, and apart from this I
have an office space in my home, a sort of real 'homeoffice'.

NSRN: As a trucking company, you have a stable
connection in Central Asia, what are the benefits
that you offer in the region? Moreover, what kind of
challenges do you see while functioning in this
geographical area?
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Emrah: We have a stable and robust connection in
Central Asia and the regions around. We are
mapping a wide variety of solutions for all the
different needs that this region has.

Turkey is a natural intercontinental hub, giving us cost
advantages in managing cross trading etc. There are
many challenges in this region too. The main trouble is
the bureaucratic procedures for each of these
countries. They all have different regulations, which
means that you need to have much experience and
good connection with partners in the areas to stay
updated. Moreover, it would help if you had practised
in his region before. We are one step forward in this
particular region because we offer tailored solutions to
the varied needs of the customers there.

Every country in the CIS region has different kinds
of procedures. It needs lots of experience and
know-how to provide the exact solution which is
specific to the area. This is one of the biggest
advantages that we offer to our partners and
clients. While working with the countries in this
region, your job is not just to be the logistics
provider. It starts with consulting from beginning to
the end, and even starting from the trading phase
sometimes. The region is a bit complex, but that's
what I like about it. We also have a significant
advantage as we are located in Turkey, which
connects the two continents.

NSRN: You have gained profitable business with the
loading of rail wagons in the past couple of months.
This has also allowed you to create a strong
foundation for your operations in Turkey.

We switched eighty per cent of our active shipments
to the railway. This also allowed us to keep our
customers' trade flowing. Apart from the active
shipments, we also started receiving new ones by
offering railway services. We also invested in eighty
40FT containers to bypass the shortage of wagon
availability. At one point, people had to wait for one
or one and a half months to avail a single wagon.
Thankfully, we signed a fair contract with the Turkish
National railway company, a semi-government
company that manages the railway system.

Can you tell us a little more about these
developments?
Emrah: Railway has always been a part of our
business.
As I mentioned earlier, it was usually between the
EU and Turkey. Before the pandemic, it was only a
part of our business. But when the lockdown began
and the borders closed, the regular logistics lanes
were restricted, and it was an excellent opportunity
and a ripe time to increase our rail activities.
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We started using their wagons and hiring
container wagons to move cargo within Central
Asia. We successfully managed to handle more
than 300 wagons in a couple of months. It was a
good flow. When the pandemic started, our staff
switched to home-office mode, and all these
operations were conducted with the staff working
from their respective homes. I am thankful to
have such an energetic team that is also so
supportive.

Even the Turkish National Railway told us that they
had never seen so much traffic since 150 years of its
existence (laughs). But this reality is a perfect
opportunity for us to know that rail freight works well.
We have also shown our partners and clients that this
is a stable service. Apart from being so steady, we have
demonstrated how cost-effective it has been. There is
some specific cargo that is suitable for rail, such as
bulky cargo. For example, we had 16.5m long pipes
that we usually moved to Azerbaijan, Iran and Iraq
using oversized trucks in the past. With the railway, we
have 17.5m long wagons, which carry these long pipes
on standard tariff as compared to oversized land
transport, making a huge difference.

NSRN: The coronavirus pandemic had affected
businesses across the world, were there any
effects felt by your company? How has the
recovery been? Do you think post-pandemic,
rail freight has emerged as a suitable
alternative as compared to air and sea freight?

As we experience these advantages, we offer them to
our clients. So far, we have served 30 per cent of our
clients this way, and within this period we continue
with our rail services. Honestly, we acted right when
the pandemic began, which helped. Not all my friends
in the field leveraged this opportunity, and some saw
losses at a particular stage. Since we are part of a
family-owned business group, we have their
longstanding experience too, which helped to drive
this decision. This decision also prevented our staff
from incurring losses, and now they are back in the
office with some extra measures and protocols in
place. The recovery has begun, and a part of that
recovery has been railway. As I said, it was a small part
of our business before, and now it has become one of
our core business with its own client portfolio. Yes, at
the time it was an emergency button, but now it is an
opportunity to have a department for rail.

Emrah: It is very different for all of us because no
one has ever seen such a situation, in both
personal and corporate spheres. This was new for
everyone, and we were a bit shocked with the
closing of the borders and the slowdown, as we
did not know what measures to take. So, the days
were a bit tough in between.
When we began our operations with rail during
the pandemic, we realized that the railway is one
of the most stable services which is not affected
even when there are serious emergencies, such as
the coronavirus pandemic. The only effect that
we noticed was the heavy traffic across the rail
routes.
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To become a pioneer, one needs to have the right
timing, says Tomasz Langowski, Vice-President and
Co-owner of Langowski Logistics. Langowski
Logistics, a founding member of New Silk Road
Network (NSRN), is celebrating its 16th anniversary
this month and on this special occasion we spoke to
Mr Langowski on various aspects concerning the
New Silk Road.

Timing is Key : Langowski
Logistics shares their
learnings on becoming
pioneers along the New
Silk Road
'

NSRN: Langowski Logistics is a premier logistics
company in Poland. Established in 2004 you have
created a strong foothold for yourself in rail freight
along the New Silk Road. We would like to know the
history of the company and the subsequent
expansion into rail freight.

In our Polish newsletter edition this month, we
touched upon the high relevance of Poland along
the New Silk Road, the challenges it faces, and the
upcoming possibilities of growth. As a well regarded
and popular company, Langowski Logistics has
pioneered the rail freight business in Poland,
especially developing business along the various
routes of the Belt and Road Initiative. We discussed
with them their views on the current challenges of
conducting business in these regions, as well as
their company history and some trade secrets that
have made them what they are today: a company of
a solid reputation and strong connections.

Tomasz: We built the company with our mother from
scratch in the year 2004, the year when Poland also
joined the European Union. This Wednesday,
September 30, we will celebrate our 16th anniversary. It
was just my mother and I at the time, but my mother
already had 20 years of experience in the logistics
business. She worked in customs and is an experienced
customs agent. Earlier on in her career, she was
responsible for the bonded warehouse of Baltona, a
famous Polish company.

In conversation with Tomasz Langowski...
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She then moved to another company where she
became the manager of the customs agency, then
a director. Finally, she created a freight forwarding
company with two partners and looked after their
customs agency. In 2001, I joined this company as
a customs agent too. I was also doing some freight
forwarding at the time, handling Volvo buses,
which was some of my first freight forwarding
activities.

We offer inhouse customs clearance services.
Moreover, only a few companies have board members
who are customs agents. The company started with
two people, and now we are almost 200 in number. In
the past 16 years, I can say that we have developed
this company well.
I had to learn everything from scratch as I was
studying telecommunications and management, not
logistics.. Though our company began in a year that
was significant for Poland, it was a difficult time for
us. Our initial business idea was to offer customs
clearance services. However when Poland joined the
European Union, we could not provide intraEuropean customs service as it was not needed any
more. That is why we needed to branch out and focus
on freight forwarding as well.

My brother, mother and I are all licensed customs
agents, certified by the Polish government. In
2004, we decided to create our own company and
family business where we are responsible for
everything and made our own decisions. We
continued to focus on this division, and unlike
other freight forwarders,

We started with trucking and then added with
ocean freight to our company, beginning with
import which continues to be a big part of our
business, coming to almost 80%. Another important
event for Polish logistics, in general, was the
opening of the Deepwater Container Terminal (DCT)
in Gdansk in 2007, which could accept the largest
container vessels. When Maersk opened their direct
service from China to Gdansk back in 2010, it
unlocked avenues for us to approach new
customers and make offers of faster transit time.

Moreover, what Langowski could offer especially was
a simplified customs clearance at Polish ports, where
the customer does not need to pay the VAT since only
the customs duties are charged, making it a much
cheaper affair in terms of better cash flow and
comparing to fiscal customs clearance in Hamburg.
With this, we could go to any customer, even those
who didn’t know us and receive cooperation from
them. Approaching companies became a lot easier for
us. This was introduced in 2008, and over the years
the access to simplified customs clearance has
become much easier.
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In 2011, one of our Chinese agents visited Poland
as they needed help with their customers. It was an
exciting meeting because that time for us
travelling to China was utterly out of our
imagination. When our Chinese agent arrived, it
was a good learning experience for us too. They
needed help with their customers in Ukraine, who
booked a shipment from China to Ukraine via the
Odessa Port. There was a problem because of the
congestion and… corruption at the port. They
asked us to move the supply chain from Odessa to
the Polish seaports and then transport the
containers onwards to the warehouses which were
very close to the Ukraine border or directly to
Ukraine.

This gave us a chance to develop our component
more.Then in 2012, we made strategic connections
with a Polish company that is situated close to the
eastern border of Poland. That was when we first heard
about the trains from China.

Yet again it was the right timing for us, and they
approached us asking to dispatch and devanning
their LCL containers. Based on my experience, I
can tell you for sure that timing is crucial in
business to be the pioneers. That is also why we
joined the NSRN as a founding member.

NSRN: Those in the logistics industry do not have a
typical 9-5 job. What does your day-to-day look like?
And what are your roles and responsibilities in the
company?

We started our research, and in 2013, we partnered
with Far East Land Bridge (FELB), to work along the
New Silk Road. We were one of the first companies to
offer regular rail service from China to Europe. In the
beginning, we started with groupage wagons, as
regular block trains only began in 2014. We already
started in 2013, just when the OBOR was inaugurated!
Later, when we were getting deeply involved with the
players along the New Silk Road, we came across ZIH,
Zhengzhou. At that time, they were also looking for
partners in Europe.

Tomasz: In Poland, we have the 8-4 timings (laughs),
but now that I have my mobile with me, I am working
most of the times.
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I am the vice president of the board, and I can say
that I play an essential part of the company. Since
we are a family company, I am one of the owners
along with my mother and brother. On the one
hand, we are owners, but we also manage the
company. We are making decisions on a daily basis.
I cooperate very closely with our financial and legal
department. I am also responsible for business
development in the company.
One of the main fields right now is developing the
rail business along the New Silk Road. I manage the
railway business but also look for opportunities to
grow our other services such as warehousing. My
brother on the other hand is responsible for military
and project cargo. Last but not least, my job is also
to represent the company and carry out
networking.
NSRN: Poland is incredibly active along the New
Silk Road, but at the same time, the Polish routes
are fraught with congestion, that cause much
delay to cargo reaching on time. What are your
thoughts on how to tackle this situation, at an
infrastructure level and the level of forwarders
doing business along the route?
The number of trains from China to Europe rose by 68%
more in July 2020, as compared to the figures from July
2019. Chinese borders with Kazakhstan, Russia and
Mongolia were severely congested, along with the
Polish-Belarusian borders. Warehouses, ports and even
trucks were jammed. Moreover, companies did not
have enough workforce to deal with the rising volumes.
We had to adjust to the situation, but still, the cargo
numbers are enormous. The solution to improve the
situation is to implement more routes, via Breniewo or
Siemianówka going to Hamburg or Duisburg. Along
with PKP cargo, the government is developing
infrastructure and improve these passages.

Tomasz: This is a good question. There are of
course many big players trying to work on the
situation, but since we are not that large, we don’t
have too much influence on the case. Honestly, it is
difficult to explain to the customers why the transit
time has increased, as they usually would have their
cargo in two weeks at best. Our record was nine
days from Zhengzhou to Malaszewicze. It is an
excellent service, but I say this often that the New
Silk Road Service is a victim of its own success. In
the beginning, we took a lot of time to explain to
our customers that the service is safe, fast, and
reliable. Nowadays, we do not have a problem to
find customers who are interested in rail services,
and the demand is much bigger than the supply. At
the same time, the infrastructure is not ready for
such a huge demand. During the pandemic,
especially from March, the demand was huge! 90%
of the air freight cargo moved to the rail, and we
also noticed that many LCL shipments moved from
ocean to rail.

Our state-owned rail operator is doing the best to avoid
situations where Poland is wholly avoided, that will not
be the right solution for us. Something like Slawkow
would be good. Slawkow is not close to the border;
instead, it is more central. It is also great because the
broad gauge goes all the way. But of course, it can’t
handle so much volume at the moment.
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I also learnt that PKP is trying to run homogenous
trains instead of multigroup trains. This allows the
incoming containers on Russian gauge wagons, to
move directly to the other train with standard rail
gauge without unloading in the terminal. It will
enable direct transhipment of containers from
wagons, which helps reduce time and prevents
breaking the wagons composition.

NSRN: Langowski Logistics has often closely
worked with Chinese logistics companies, which
would make you a great candidate to bust some
myths. What are the general misgivings that people
have when it comes to conducting business along
the New Silk Road? At the same time, what should
logistic companies bear in mind while operating in
this area?

NSRN: Your recent development of handling
military cargo has carved a space for your
company in this niche market. What were the
motivations to branch into military cargo, and
what is the expertise required to operate in this
area?

Tomasz: Based on my experience, the most important
aspect while working with a Chinese company is to
build a good relationship. There is a word in Chinese
called ‘Guanxi’, which is about having a mutual
relationship. My first trip to China was to meet with ZIH
and to speak directly for cooperation. During the first
meeting, I met most of the people of the top
management. There is a word in Chinese called
‘Guanxi’, which is about having a mutual relationship.
evel as yours and making a strong connection helps to
develop the business. . Finally, it helps that my
company is already well known in China, which allows
us to do business. Every Chinese partner expects a
mutual win-win cooperation. Also, it pays to be honest
with your company’s capabilities. That is the whole
secret!

Tomasz: We are motivated to provide help when
help is needed. So, when our partner from the UK
contacted us with the request for exporting a tank
and assistance with customs formalities, we
offered solutions right away. With our in-depth
analysis of the documents and excellent customs
knowledge, we were able to provide him with the
relevant support.
The news that we conducted such a cargo
movement spread quickly on the market, and a few
months later, we started receiving more requests to
handle military shipments. One of the certificates
that have great importance while handling military
cargo is an Internal Control System. This allowed us
to take shipments from the third country to
another third country. We have also implemented
ISO 9001, which made it easier to acquire the
Internal Control System. My brother is mainly
responsible for developing this side of the business.

NSRN: Finally, as we hosted our first annual general
meeting in Warsaw, what were your general
impressions of the event?
Tomasz: I have attended many network meetings, as
we usually participate in all of them. But the biggest
impression for me was the staff and hosts of the NSRN
team. You are such young people, who are so well
educated and with already so much experience. Also,
Ziwei is the right person in the right place to run this
network – sometimes it’s hard for me to say if she is
more Chinese or more European (laughs).

It helps to have a good reputation and a stable
company. We used to be a private company, but
now we are a limited partnership company, which
helps when dealing with our customers in the
military business, because no one would like to
work with a completely private company. Also, as
an addition to military cargo, we would like to
establish project cargo because we have our own
warehouse and equipment which can handle a
heavy load.

Moreover, the network members are also different in
NSRN. They are not just typical freight forwarders;
these are companies with expertise in a variety of
sectors like trucking or warehousing. I am very
optimistic about this network, and I keep my fingers
crossed that in the next AGM, we will have a chance to
visit China.
Published: 29th September, 2020
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Ghana’s interest in the New
Silk Road: Freight Consult
shares its growing
interactions with China

Freight Consult Ghana Limited is New Silk Road
Network’s first member from Africa. In an interview
with Mr Abdulai Pangasur, the Managing Director of
Freight Consult, our pre-conceived notions about
doing business with companies in Africa were
exonerated as we discovered the broad set of
possibilities in expanding the New Silk Road in the
region.

NSRN: Freight Consult was established in 2006, and
since then has established itself as a reliable
forwarder
offering
cost-effective
solutions.
Moreover, the company has a strong network of
affiliate offices in different countries, such as the
US, China, UK and Dubai. What has been the history
of the company and the formula behind its
successful growth?

Mr Pangasur had a broad and in-depth experience
of working in the field of logistics, starting as early
as his school days when he worked in a warehouse,
to owning his own business and establishing Freight
Consult as a premier company in Ghana, West
Africa. In our conversations, we touched upon the
growth of his company, the lack of understanding
Africa’s business culture and the prospects of the
New Silk Road in Africa. He also shared news about
their upcoming ventures and the severe need for
digitalisation in the wake of the coronavirus
pandemic.

Abdulai: As you rightly put it, Freight Consult has been
operational since 2006. I had been a freelance agent in
Ghana long before that, starting as early as my school
days. My schooling was done in Cape Coast, at the time
my father worked in security for a warehousing
company in Accra. I used to join him there and worked
as a loader in the warehouse.

In conversation with Mr Pangasur…
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I had finished my A levels then and was waiting to
start university. The boss over there noticed that I
had a good education and encouraged me to take
up tallying for air cargo. Soon, I had finished my first
IATA certification and continued to work in the
logistics field, along with pursuing my university
studies.

They wanted to have a stress-free delivery to their
mining sites because there were issues with clearing
and forwarding in Ghana. It used to be a bit more
cumbersome then than it is now. Also, we adopted
digitalisation, so the processes have become far
smoother. We also worked with automobile companies
and pharmaceuticals as well. It was our motto to offer a
stress-free service to our customers.

I got licensed as a customs broker in 2006 and
started Freight Consult after receiving the license
from Ghana customs for in-house customs agents.
Apart from our customs practices, we wished to
branch out services towards the corporate industry
in Ghana. As we were only conducting forwarding
for the public in Ghana, I decided that it would be
far more rewarding to target the corporate sector,
specifically the mining industry. So, we picked up a
few clients from the mining sector. One of the
driving factors to gain these customers was our
reliability.

Traditionally, in Ghana, forwarding agents would rely
on their clients to pay upfront for their deliveries.
However, when we started, we decided to partner with
Stanbic Bank in Ghana. We received a form of Escrow
payments facilities to embark on providing the total
logistics package for our clients. When we first went to
them to present our strategies, it was a little bit risky for
them to take it up, because one usually has to pay the
duties on behalf of the clients, then you deliver the
cargo to the client. Accordingly, you have to wait for the
agreed terms to be paid.

This was critical for us because it allowed us to
deliver within our own KPI. If we had to go to the
clients all the time, asking for the payments of
various charges, then we wouldn’t have the control
of the KPI. Most of the industries that we worked
with, we told them that we would be able to deliver
within record time.

They didn’t believe us at first (laughs), but then to do 48
hours from sea-port or 24 hour delivery for air freight
was remarkable for our clients. The news of our
capabilities caught up with most of our corporate
clients.
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Also, our continuous search for strong global
networks such as New Silk Road Network has
helped us. Our first network was the TIACA, based in
Florida. From there we also joined to IATA, FIATA,
BPD International, and now we are also with NSRN!
We started our office in Baltimore, in the US back in
2017. Now we realised that within the areas of
Baltimore, Virginia and Maryland, we have a
massive concentration of African immigrants,
especially from Ghana. What we wished to do was
start the door to door service. We rented a
warehouse, we also had packaging service, for
people who wanted to send stuff back home to
Ghana. We also have a partner office with an
associate company in Dubai. In China, we have
various partner offices in Shenzhen, Chengdu and
Guangzhou.
NSRN: If you could only pick up to two aspects,
what would you say is Freight Consults core
competence area in terms of transport and
commodities?
Abdulai: Firstly, our ability to understand the core
demands of our customers, making sure that we
put together the various aspects of our operations
to meet that demand. We try as much as possible to
be looked upon as a reliable Logistics partner in
Africa. The reason I say that is because we have
clients like the Chinese telecom giant Huawei. We
are their main agents not just in Ghana, but also in
Liberia and Sierra Leone. This came about as a
result of our reliability. We have been working with
them since 2015, and I can confidently say that we
are their only agents in Ghana right now.

What is the interest that African businesses have in
working along the New Silk Road? Are there any
challenges that you face when it comes to doing
business with China?
Abdulai: I was just talking about this the other day, and
I said maybe the attention of the New Silk Road should
now move to Africa as well. Mostly in Africa, our
economies are import driven. Today, I can say that 6070% of the import volumes come from China. So, China
is an essential partner to Africa and particularly for
Ghana.

We also do some inbound freight on their behalf,
using our partner agents in China. I hope in future
we can tap into the New Silk Road and get more
business from Huawei in China. So, I can say that
our core competence is primarily our reliability and
our credibility. These are the two abilities that have
given us a strong customer base.

Considering many instances in Project Cargo, you see
that most European contractors win the contracts even
when the project is in close proximity to Africa, instead
of a direct import to Africa from China. We see the link
here, with the New Silk Road, to be able to handle
project logistics along this route as well. Even though
the Silk Road doesn’t enter Africa directly, we see that
kind of link. We think that we in Africa have placed at
ourselves at a level where we believe we can handle
some of the projects going from China to Europe.

NSRN: Naturally, news of the Belt and Road
Initiative must have caught your ears. How has
the launch of this initiative influenced your
business in any way?
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I think the interest for African businesses in the Silk
Road project is quite enormous. First is to create
the link for an inter Africa and Europe partnerships
looking at the Chinese markets. The business links
that would be created as a result of the inter Europe
and Africa relationships will be significantly
enhanced through this network. The challenges
while doing business with China would mainly be
linguistic differences. I think there is a need for
Chinese companies to know that every region has
its own linguistic capabilities.

Even though we are surrounded by countries that are
facing troubles, Ghana has been stable for a long time.
We are the gateway to doing business in West Africa.
Ghana is used as a springboard for business. This
situation is primarily due to political instabilities and
the unstable economic condition caused by acute
corruption. So companies must take time to study the
location and understand the unique characteristics
before conducting business. You must also see if the
company is well gazetted or licensed, and how reliable
they are in terms of the delivery of services. We have a
robust database in Ghana that helps us to verify such
details.

Another problem is the time zone difference,
sometimes people are unable to work with
companies in Africa. We here need to understand
that the time zone differences with China. Finally,
Africa and China need to understand each other’s
business cultures. I think this can be through
partnerships with Chambers of Commerce at the
governmental level, or maybe even cultural
exchange programs.

NSRN: What are the future developments taking
place in Freight Consult, and what are your
expectations for the next few years, considering
how the coronavirus pandemic has affected the
world of the supply chain?
Abdulai: We have a few developments taking place.
First of all, we are starting a campaign to target the oil
and gas industry. If you ask us about the coronavirus
and the supply chain industry, we learnt that it is so
important to rely on technological developments. We
have set a program to launch a new product next year
called FC Xpress, a courier services app. We are going
to launch it next year and roll it across all the regions in
Ghana. As a result of the coronavirus, we have come up
with this product. We can still serve people without
having their physical presence. We can be called and
asked to deliver cargo anywhere. We are targeting
general cargo, mainly. We are also trying to start FC
Xpress from Dubai and London. The service in London
will take the opportunity of the flight run by British
Airways, every day of the week, as we have space in
their carrier. We don't want to do oversized packages,
preferably small packages, such as medication etc. The
average delivery time for most service providers from
England to Ghana is 9 days, that’s the best time they
can offer. However, we guarantee 45-78 hours. We will
provide genuine express delivery as of 2021 and we are
very hopeful about our upcoming developments!

NSRN: The African market is traditionally
considered as very challenging for many logistics
companies outside. What do you think is the key
ingredient in operating there? And what are your
recommendations for companies who wish to
develop business towards the African continent?
Abdulai: When people talk about Africa, people
need to understand that Africa is very fragmented
and very vast. There are so many different
languages and different contexts. It is diverse in
terms of landscape, culture and traditions, beliefs,
tastes and preferences. Due to these reasons,
people need to first understand what part of the
continent they are dealing with.
Start with knowing what language they speak, we
have Portuguese, French, English, Arab, and so
many other languages. It is an enormous market,
but still untapped—the only untapped market left
in the world, apart from some south Asian
countries. The central aspect is to understand the
dynamics of each country that you are dealing with.
When you come to Ghana, for instance, you must
know that we are an English-speaking country with
a stable democracy and economy. Our economy is
doing well, and it is an enabling environment for
business.
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Navigating historical
moments and present
challenges TIJ Freight
Services on the WTO effect
and COVID 19
:

When China’s economy liberalised, it opened
opportunities for private companies to venture into
the global sphere of logistics. At the time TIJ Freight
Services Limited saw the booming potential of the
logistics industry in China and cemented their
foundations. TIJ Freight Services, a founding
member of New Silk Road Network could forecast
the future of logistics and be prepared to leverage
the incoming opportunities that the market
presented.
In our conversation, we were joined by Even Bao,
the President of TIJ Freight Services and Jay Yu, the
Business Development Manager of the company.
Even and Jay share their experience of growing the
company in the Port of Shanghai, which is one of
the largest, busiest and highly competitive ports in
the world. Moreover, they discuss the nuances of a
logistics business, the current situation caused by
lack of container and space and finally, the future of
logistics database management.

-

NSRN: TIJ Freight Services is based in Shanghai,
which is one of the largest and the busiest port in
the world. Your operations were established more
than a decade ago. What has been the journey for
your company that is based in such a competitive
port?
Jay: Our company was established in 1994, right after
the opening up of the Chinese market and economic
reforms. After China joined WTO in 2001, the
government began giving licenses to forwarding
companies to do freight forwarding and trading
business. At that point, we were one of the first
companies to acquire the license.

Here is our conversation with this forward-looking,
forward-thinking forwarding business…
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At the time, many global companies also started
setting up offices in China. This allowed us to work
with global companies and build our network. So
that was the general time frame of our set up.Even:
In 1994, the market was so young that people were
not aware of what logistics was, or what was the
role of a forwarder. I finished my studies in Beijing
and joined the American company SeaLand, which
was eventually sold to Maersk. When I was working
with SeaLand, when someone asked us what our
jobs were, we did not really know what to say
(laughs).

This is what I guessed at that time, I worked for three
years and got my license, after which I established the
company. t was a young market then; people
understood the process very differently. For example,
suppose you receive the container, in that case, the
paperwork involved faxing the details to the shipping
company. It was straightforward (laughs) and the
shipping company gave you a 4.25% commission. This
is how TIJ started. We had a considerable booking
volume then, we did not have to overthink, because the
clients were knocking our doors every day and asking
for help.

For the job, I moved from Beijing to Shanghai. At
that time, only government companies or licensed
agents were allowed to trade and export with
overseas agents. SeaLand was doing very well, and
I was learning a lot from this shipping company. I
realised that this could be a lucrative career as the
markets were opening up, and especially the
Shanghai ports.

We started simple and were learning a lot then. The WTO
brought in more companies, and there was a tremendous
increase in trading. At the time the shipping companies
decided that their business was profitable, so they would
reduce the booking fee to half, which eventually became
zero! How were we to make any margin then?

In that period, around 2001 or 2002, we decided
that we can’t rely on easy work anymore. We had
to look for our own clients, by going overseas,
meeting new people, and increased networking.
Initially, I could only work with the logistics
department that were part of the government
companies.

I could only do exports with them; otherwise, it was
illegal. I could see how much profit there was at the
time because the government had massive projects
and were doing very well. Up till China’s entrance in
WTO, we got half the license and established the
company right after.
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Jay: Well, the freight forwarding business is very
detailed and requires one to multitask. We study and
grow our key accounts. We focus on professional and
flexible solutions to their problems. Instead of looking
at just the business from the general market, we try to
focus on our direct clients

I started travelling all over the world, beginning
with the US & Euro market. Our clients needed a
strong player in China, and we would be that
player. There is a lot of thought we put into what
kind of clients that we wanted to make our base
with. Since China is a prominent retailer market,
we started to develop this, as we continued to
maintain our projects business.So, for us, it was
about connecting the supply chain teams, those of
ours and our clients.We must understand what
they require and organise the supply chain for
them and help them solve each part of the
problem. I honestly prefer to do business with
larger companies, because they allow for a longterm relationship. We like to work with companies
in China too. We are not just freight forwarders, but
we are looking at the whole logistical system.

Even: As the president, my job involves balancing
everything, including looking after the key clients,
getting information from the market and
communicating with all the teams and finally make
sure that everyone working here is happy!
Ya! Every day is quite busy for us! I usually end up
spending quite some time now with the shipping
companies due to the lack of space, and then we have
to push the clients to give the earliest dates so that we
can arrange from our side as possible.

In China, we have the mega data as well, whose
significance we realised years ago. We are working
very closely with Shanghai ports, having meetings
with them and looking at cooperations to help
clients manage their data.

Jay: It’s a lot of troubleshooting all the time, especially
this year!
NSRN: Aside from sea freight, TIJ also offers a
comprehensive set of services. As an all-round
service provider, what would you consider as the
core strengths of your business? What are your key
markets, and how have you developed in them?

NSRN: Forwarding is considered as one of the
most demanding jobs. Usually, forwarders are
juggling multiple tasks at once. What are your
roles and responsibilities in the company, and
what does your regular day look like?
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Jay: We provide timely and accurate services to our
customers. We update our targets all the time to
remain competitive and professional. Depending on
our knowledge pool and our upgrading capabilities,
we offer unique solutions to our valuable clients.
Our core strength is that we can customise our
services based on the requirements of each of our
client. We try to know the key points and
characteristics of our clients, which we use to help
them and fulfil their needs.We make sure we
guarantee the safety and the fastest possible
delivery of the goods. Recently, we have been
focusing on the database business. Since 2016, we
have been involved in this field too. We are not
selling database to companies, instead, we are
looking after the databases of logistics companies
by sorting and maintaining them.
NSRN: There has been a lot of frustration
recently due to the acute container and space
shortage, causing forwarders to take drastic
measures in many cases. How has this impacted
TIJ’s business? How do you see the situation
unfolding and developing in the coming months?
Jay: This is the problem in our industry right now.
The pandemic caused the ports to close, in turn
delaying shipping during that period. As the holiday
season is coming, we are all busy trying to ship
products over. However, because of Covid-19, some
of the countries are still not entirely functional. For
example, India, which is a big market and exporting
country, has still not managed to return to full
capacity. As of now, China is the most stable
country in terms of controlling the pandemic. It’s a
little of this and a little of that, that has created this
imbalance.

As mentioned, we work with databases, which we use
to help the client who gives us the focus, by giving
them alternate solutions and prioritising their
concerns. So we need to maintain the balance on
both ends, with our clients and with the shippers.
That can be a bit daunting sometimes.
NSRN: With the current trend of instability, what
would you suggest should be the measures to take
while tackling so much inconsistency and to retain
customers in these times?
Even: The unique thing in China is that logistics
companies here help each other very regularly.
Sometimes we exchange the space internally as per
our needs. Chinese companies are usually supporting
each other to overcome situations amongst
ourselves. This is one of the most significant
difference as compared to other countries. It is
imperative to support your peers and your industry,
especially in times of crisis.

Right now, the situation looks complicated. We
think that till the Chinese New Year, it will remain
the same. But of course, this problem is not local to
just China, it’s happening in Vietnam and other
parts of South-East Asia too. This situation is
challenging, we have to push our clients to give us
the earliest forecast, and using the estimates we
make the bookings. Thankfully we have good
relationships with the vessels and shipping
companies. So when we give them the number,
they trust that we can fill it.

Published: 25th November, 2020
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Gearing up for Brexit:
Otentic Customs shares its
thoughts on the coming
changes

As the Brexit slowly approaches, Otentic Customs, a
founding member of New Silk Road Network, is
gearing up for some major changes. In a
conversation with Bas Verschuren, the general
manager Customs, we learnt about the effects of
this geopolitical decision that will change the lives
of many, especially those in logistics doing business
with the United Kingdom.

NSRN: Otentic Customs began its operations in 2009,
and since then has seen significant growth as a
customs agency in the Netherlands. How would you
describe the journey? And what were the key
moments for the company?

Apart from changes that await, Mr. Verschuren also
elaborated on the role of customs agencies in a
logistical supply chain, and the importance of
conducting business with AEO certified units. On an
upbeat note, when asked in the end what is the
highlight of their company, Mr Verschuren
enthusiastically adds, ‘we are really nice people’! A
quality that is usually underplayed in the cut-throat
world of business, Otentic Customs is truly set
apart from others due to their empathetic ability to
understand the needs of their customers.

Bas: To be honest, the company is much older as we
were a part of a larger group of companies called the
Peterson Group. They are pretty big in offshore,
inspection and control of bulk materials. We were a
strange company for them since what we basically did
when we started was just unloading containers,
something like stevedoring. We unloaded the
containers with 4 persons, which took us a couple of
hours. In contrast, they did inspections of a vessel with
20,000 tons with one person. So, Peterson never really
understood what we did.

In conversation with Bas Verschuren…
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One of the managers of our firm then looked for a
partner to take over the company, and together
they bought the company in 2009, in the middle of
the economic crisis. When they bought the
company, the first thing they ensured was to keep
all the staff on board, helping the company to
retain all the knowledge. None of the customers
left, so our business was viable. As we started, we
were called Otentic Logistics and besides providing
third party logistics services we also offered custom
services. Then we saw that there were some risks
associated with customs clearance, as we declared
on behalf of the customer, making us a part of the
transaction as well. Due to this, the managing
directors decided that they needed separate
companies and that was when Otentic Customs
was founded, with just two people.

New customers led to new staff, which gave us the
possibility to look for more new customers, and the
cycle continued. We do not want the workload to get so
high that there is an impact on quality. We have various
types of customers, for example, we have logistics
providers that need customs brokers. We also have
companies that produce their own products. We clear
all kinds of materials from shoes to bicycle tires etc.
In 2015, we started focusing on the commercial side of
the business. It required us to change the way we
worked; we became more active in acquiring new
customers. Our most significant base is the German
market, approximating to 60%. In 2019, we had our 10year celebration with a big bash (laughs). This year we
were audited again by the Dutch customs for all our
Dutch permits. We underwent a 5 month long but
smooth process with the Dutch customs with hardly
any hiccups. Afterwards, they renewed all permits, and
we gained a new AEO permit.

The first thing we needed was the Authorized
Economic Operator (AEO) certification. After we
received that we started to acquire customers.

NSRN: Customs agents are usually required to
know vast amounts of information when it
comes to importing and exporting goods.

What are the duties and responsibilities of a customs
agent in a logistical process? What are your main
responsibilities at Otentic Customs?
Bas: I am the Manager of Otentic Customs; basically,
my job is to make sure that my six customs brokers can
easily do their jobs.
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They do not have to worry about anything, they just
must make the customs declaration, that is what
they are good at. I manage the departments, and I
am also responsible for the commercial side as well.
I represent our department in the management
team. Moreover, I am responsible for the quality
and environment of the company.
The primary job of a customs broker, of course, is to
issue customs declarations. Moreover, our customs
brokers are thorough with their foundational
information, which helps them to acquire new data
easily. They know the customs codes for many
countries or where to find information in the
regulations. Apart from just entering data into the
system, what they need to do is check any
corresponding information in the forms, such as if
the HS code is applicable or not. What is important
is that a customs broker must never be in the way of
a logistical process but must also comply to
legislation. We are in the flow yet remain as
unnoticed as possible. If our customers know that
we are there, it probably means that there is a
hiccup or delay, which is not what we want. If there
is a hiccup, we get in touch with Dutch customs,
because they are responsible for customs checks,
document checks etc. most situations are created
there. Since we have been in the business for a long
time, we have several contacts there who can help
us out.

This is because the government agencies are
themselves not sure what is going to happen now. What
we can be sure of is that a customs declaration will be
required for import and export. Since between the EU
countries there were never any customs checks, we can
expect some new regimes. EU countries might mirror
third country checks without any trade agreements.
This means that the assessments administered for any
other country, like China, Paraguay etc. will be
applicable for the UK. The first three months are going
to get messy. The companies that only have been
sending products to the UK are utterly unfamiliar with
customs procedures. They are asking us questions like
what HS codes or Incoterms are, so these companies
are relatively unaware of these aspects. This would
result in the slowing of the logistics flow, because if the
customs declarations are not in place, then the
material cannot be shipped to and from UK, resulting in
truckers just standing there without any cargo to move.

NSRN: There usually tends to be some amount of
geopolitical influence on the functioning of
customs between borders. For example, from
January 2021, the transition period for Brexit
will end, and business will have to adapt
accordingly. What are you doing to prepare for
this situation?
Bas: Well, where do I start… We started our
preparations for Brexit in 2019 already. We know
that this is a unique situation, one that we have
never seen in the EU. We began collecting
information from the Dutch government and our
branch association. However, at that point, there
were too many things unclear. We started getting
more information during the end of 2019, entering
2020, yet still there are many uncertainties.

I think it will be very challenging, at least for the first
three months. I am not sure if people or businesses
would have known the consequences, they would have
voted to leave.
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NSRN: Otentic, apart from customs, also conducts
warehousing for their customers. What are the
different services that your company offers, that
help you carve a niche for yourself in this highly
competitive industry?

The UK is not self-supporting, even in terms of food
production. At the same time, it is more business for
us, but it will not be smooth, at least initially. These
are the kind of hurdles that we generally tend to
avoid because for us making the declaration quickly
is the goal. But without any proper guidelines in
place, it would affect the business. Since we are
responsible for the information in the customs
declaration, you need to have the knowledge to
make the documents correctly.

Bas: There are lots of logistics companies that provide
warehousing. But, from the beginning, our warehouse
only targets a niche market. We built a new warehouse
in 2016, we had 10,000 sqm before then which we
doubled in 2016—our warehouse stores raw materials
for food, feed, and chemicals. We also have
certification to store these specific types of cargo. I
understand it looks like a strange combination
(laughs).

We got in touch with our customers at the beginning
of 2019 and asked them if they had traffic with the
UK. At the time we hardly got any response, until
September 2020. That is when people started
realizing that this is happening, and we need a
solution. It is hard, especially since we have been
working on a solution for more than a year, yet
some customers only realizes now the need to
adjust. So sometimes, we must be straight and
inform them that a quick fix at this point will not be
possible anymore. Brexit is causing us to have many
hard conversations.

But you see a lot of traders that transport raw
materials for food products, also have dangerous
materials in their portfolios. For example, citric acid
used in soft drinks is also a hazardous substance. 90%
of their business is food and feed, but 10% is usually
chemicals. There is a lot of overlap infrastructurally to
handle these materials, but you will never see these
materials stored in the same place. All are stored in
different compartments of the warehouse.

NSRN: Another very curious aspect of customs
agency is the maintenance and acquisition of
different certifications. What measures must a
company like Otentic take to maintain high
standards?

We want to stay in this niche because people will
always need food, so there will always be a food
industry that will require raw material. The recipients
for the goods we store are companies who produce
foodstuff, but also animal food companies. These
companies are mostly situated in Germany, France or
the Netherlands. Germany is a big market for us, for
sure. In terms of the New Silk Road, we are basically
looking for a Chinese partner that is doing import to
Europe, so we want to be able to do customs
declarations for their customers.

Bas: The most essential part is the AEO
Certification, if you do not have that, then you are
not a reliable partner to Dutch Customs. Once the
customs departments see our AEO certification,
they understand that we are reliable, and that gives
us some perks. They also allow you to be a part of
the customs check chain, making it much easier for
the customers.

Finally, what separates us from other companies is our
size and culture. We are structurally flat, and that gives
us the ability to act swiftly and make the necessary
decisions without the bureaucratic procedures which
slows down processes. This is essential in today’s fastmoving world of logistics.

This gives us opportunities, but at the same time, a
lot of responsibility. You need qualified staff with
proper training. You need processes and procedures
that are foolproof. Moreover, you need strong
connections with Dutch Customs, if there is any
trouble, you should be able to contact the right
person in the department to help you sort the
matter. Otherwise, they can be very cut and dry.
Knowledge in our business is everything.
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A century of progress:
Container Service
Friedrich Tiemann shares
its past, present and
future

The port of Bremerhaven is the fourth-largest port
in Europe, and dearly significant to Germany. This
month New Silk Road Network had the opportunity
to visit our member Container Service Friedrich
Tiemann & Sohn GmbH & Co. KG, in their
Bremerhaven headquarters. There we met with Dr
Ingo Starke, the Managing Director of the company,
who took us on a tour of their warehouses and
container depot, where we learnt extraordinary
things and witnessed the personnel in action.

NSRN: The Friedrich Tiemann Group has an
extensive history spanning over a century. Can we
have a quick history lesson for our readers, starting
from 1905 when the stevedoring business was
established?

In the windy city, with the backdrop of colourful
containers, we also had the opportunity to have an
engaging conversation with Dr Starke. We spoke
about the various aspects of a Container Service
company, their essential role in the supply chain
and finally, the impact caused by the changes in the
automotive industry and the development of 3D
printing technology. With a sharp eye on the
changing times, Container Service Friedrich
Tiemann is a testament to lasting stability and
reliability, in the face of a fast-moving world.
In conversation with Dr Ingo Starke…

Ingo: Well, stevedoring is a traditional logistics job,
which involves loading and unloading of cargo on
conventional ships. You need special personnel to fix
the load inside the ship, and similar personnel at the
receiving port to unload the cargo. In 1905, there were
no containers; instead, there were lots of wooden
boxes, yes, it was literally breakbulk! At the time, in
Bremen, there were about 60 stevedoring companies,
and now only three companies offer this service.
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After the invention of the container, and the arrival
of the first container ship in Bremen in 1966, the
container became the norm because of which the
stevedoring companies began to fade away.
Stevedoring is now only used for oversized cargo
that does not fit in containers such as large pieces of
machinery, pipelines, or wood. This was the only
service we offered till the 1970s. Thereafter, we
began to create services around the container. Our
business is primarily focused on exports from
Germany which has been a profitable business, but
now we know that we must expand into import as
well. One of the reasons for joining the New Silk
Road Network was to improve our import footprint
and to meet those companies that wish to import to
Europe.

Bremen and Bremerhaven are central sites for us. We
receive a lot of cargo in Bremen, which makes it an
excellent place for consolidation. The location in
Bremen is situated in the industrial harbour and in
short distance to the German container terminals in
Hamburg, Bremerhaven and Wilhelmshaven. Due to
the wide range of service that we offer, we require a
warehouse area and a lot of open space for container
handling. This space was acquired over time, and it
has been almost 4-5 years since we finished our last
expansion. Our site in Bremen is wholly developed
now.

The area grew up to 180,000 sqm. Over the last 15
years, we invested in modern warehouses of 15,000
sqm space and lifting capacity of 40 tons.

Ingo: I was an officer in the German Air Force
(Bundeswehr), and all officers are usually assigned to
specific departments in the forces. After graduating
from university I received additional education in
military logistics and joined that department. In 2011,
I was in Hamburg to attend the general staff course
after which I decided to leave the forces after a
service of 15 years.

The site in Bremerhaven began its development in
1983 with 20,000 sqm. It is decently sized now as we
bought this area slice by slice.

NSRN: From our previous conversations, I am
aware that you were not always involved with
the logistics business. How did you come across
the opportunity to work at Friedrich Tiemann?
How has your diverse background helped with
your duties and responsibilities?
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Friedrich Tiemann is a group of six operational
companies functioning together, and I became the
managing director for four out of these six companies,
so I have three other colleagues as managing directors.
In each company, we have two managing directors. I
am responsible for business development and our key
clients. My main task is to look after export packaging
and container freight stations in Bremen and
Bremerhaven. Due to the size of the company, I am
usually in close contact with all people.

Mind you, military logistics is entirely different, it
involved a lot of military exercises. The main
questions were, how do we move the troops, how
do we acquire fuel for the aircraft, and how to
manage capacity. Interestingly, in the military,
money was never a relevant factor to conduct
logistics, but in general logistics, every service has
a price.
After leaving the forces, my wife and I decided to
stay in Northern Germany. While looking for work,
a head-hunting company contacted me and told
me about Friedrich Tiemann. When I met Dr
Juergen Tiemann - the grandchild of the founder
Friedrich Tiemann - we decided that it would be
nice to work together. In the beginning, I was not
part of the management board, but after two
years, I became the managing director.

NSRN: What are the functions of a container service
company in the logistics industry? What are the
unique facets of your company that your clients
benefit from?
Ingo: The most important aspect is our container
depot, where we have a large number of empty
containers.

For example, a car must fulfil security standards, the
same holds for containers. It is our job to maintain the
structural integrity of containers and bring them up to
standards. We also repair special equipment such as
reefer containers, open-top containers and even flat
racks.

This means that we store empty containers for
shipping companies, we usually have a buffer stock
as well to secure the availability of containers.
Once we receive these containers, we check them
to detect and repair damages.
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One cannot see the container alone, it must be
acknowledged in the context of the supply chain.
We bridge the connection between land and sea
transport. We receive trucks with cargo, which are
unloaded then stored in our warehouse for a short
period. At a certain point of time, we get the nod to
load the container and then transport it to the port.
There ends our small part of the supply chain.
Similarly, for import business, we receive the order
to the pick up loaded containers from the incoming
ship, which is then unloaded in our warehouse and
stored till trucks come to pick it up.
Though small, it is very crucial, because it forms
that essential connection between land and sea
transport. In terms of our packaging department,
we are responsible for securing the cargo with the
relevant packaging and handling it in our freight
station. What sets up apart from many packaging
companies is our ability to handle also a larger
amount of containers.
We combine packaging and container business,
instead of separating in different stages. We also
produce classic wooden boxes, but most are done
on container-sized wooden skids. We also have
empty containers available, which helps us create a
direct connection between packaging, stuffing, and
the depot. Our customers have the advantage of
availing containers from us and not stress about
sending containers. Our packaging and container
department work closely together.

NSRN: The second wave of coronavirus in taking
place in Europe now, and noticeably companies
have learnt many lessons after the first wave back in
March. What was the situation that Tiemann faced
during the first wave of the coronavirus pandemic,
and what were the measures you have taken to
recover and prevent any unforeseen trouble?

We also have a small container trading department.
Many times, some clients do not wish to use the
shipper’s containers as they would have to return
after use in about 6-7 days. They would like to keep
them for longer and use them for other purposes. A
lot of industrial projects that go to Africa and Asia,
where there are no warehouses or infrastructure,
the container is used there for weeks and weeks for
storage. The significant advantage for our trading
department is that we have a lot of partners all over
the world, so if our customer uses the container in
Africa for a project and wishes to sell it, we help
them with it.

Ingo: That really depends on our customers. We have a
lot of customers from the automotive industry. During
the first wave, mainly for export business, it went really
well. But for our customers who produced large
machines, we had to store a lot of their cargo, because
the Chinese partners could not receive their shipment.
There is usually a gap between the purchase and
delivery of large machinery, due to the production time.
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Our expansion into import is not necessarily because
of Covid-19, there is an overall change that is taking
place in the automotive industry and other branches.
The automotive industry is robust, but they are not
adapting to developments fast enough. Many cars and
their spare parts are manufactured in Germany, which
is then transported to assembly units in China, North
America, and Africa. With the development of electric
cars, the requirement for parts will drastically reduce,
more high tech products will be produced in Asia and
need to be transported to Europe and distributed.

In the first wave, we were doing the work on
projects which were contracted six months ago.
Now we see, especially for customers who
manufacture large machines that production has
reduced since the demand in China and the US has
significantly declined. This will go on in the year
2021 too, we think the recovery will only take place
in 2022. You must know that prices for containers
are very flexible, it is a spot market. It is a question
of how many containers are needed and are they
available on the market. At the moment our depot is
80% full, that is normal. It is baffling how we are
unable to predict the current situation in terms of
the availability of containers. In the first phase of
Covid.19, there was a lack of containers as the
harbours in China were not functioning. Three
months later, it was the other way around. The
shipping companies are trying to balance it out, but
they avoid transporting empty containers. Besides,
the trade is not balanced between China and
Europe, which causes a shortage too.

Twenty years ago, technology and large steel
components were exported from Germany. The steel
parts now come from China or India, and only the tech
goes from Germany. However, this reduced our
volume and tonnage, which is relevant for us. Now, we
only have expensive high-tech parts to transport,
which does not take lots of volume but have high
handling risks and packaging demands. Finally,
another development is of the 3D printer, which will
allow you to produce your own parts. Once you can
develop your own parts, the need to transport parts to
different places of the world will decrease, but of
course, this still has not reached an industrial scale.
These are some developments that we are keeping an
eye on while considering the expansion of our
business.

NSRN: For a company like Tiemann, one can
indeed say that they have stood the test of time.
What are the plans for the company in the
coming few years? Are there any upcoming
prospects that you are already exploring?
Ingo: The first step is to acquire the cargo to fill our
warehouses and our containers. As of now, we are
doing our homework with ongoing digitalisation
because we know we must become better and more
efficient in handling our data. We need to focus on
how to improve the exchange of data with our
customers and how to incorporate smart devices, to
reduce workload and save costs. Large machinery
and warehouses can take up capital, therefore, to
reduce those costs, we are relying on digitalising
our processes.
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Ocean Bright Paves the
Way Through Sea and Rail

As the end of the year approaches, we had the
opportunity to speak with New Silk Road Network’s
member Ocean Bright Logistics. Pioneers in sea
freight, and steadily establishing a firm footing in
rail freight, Ocean Bright has more than a decade of
experience in servicing their local and global
customers.

NSRN: We would like to know more about the origin
of the company. After its establishment in 2005,
what were some of the significant milestones for the
company? What would you say you are currently
known for in the market?

In our conversation, we had the opportunity to
speak with David Ma, CEO of Ocean Bright. We
explored various topics from the company's
founding in Shanghai to the current situation
caused by lack of space and equipment and the
company's future developments. Moreover, we look
into the company's latest offerings in block train
services, that has been running since November.
Finally, at the end of the interview, David stresses
on a significant thought that underlines the
importance of working together as a single unit
along the New Silk Road by sharing resources and
supporting each other in the network.

David: The company was established on the 8th of
March in 2005, which is actually International Women's
Day. It is definitely a good day! (laughs). In 2009, we
marked a significant milestone after we got the NVOCC
license. We became a booking agent for various
shipping lines in China, after which we started
cooperating with many overseas partners. We were
nominated as a logistics supplier in China.

In conversation with David…
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By 2011 our service extended from Shanghai to
Ningbo, Shenzhen, Qingdao, Wuhan, Chongqing,
Dalian and other important cities. We covered
services from the coast to the Yangtze River. In
2014, we extended our sea freight business and
started international air freight and intermodal
transport, trucking and third-party logistics. In
2017, we got the opportunity to begin our railway
business with a boost from the Belt and Road
Initiative. We have specialised personnel in the
railway business, who know how to provide our
customers with the best service. So we have gained
a lot of trust from customers in China and abroad.
Since block trains connects China and Europe, it
improved the efficiency of logistics, which was one
of the main reasons we entered into the block train
business. Our connection is usually from Chongqing
to Duisburg. From Duisburg, it continues to Western
Europe, for example, Ireland, UK, the Netherlands
etc. After that, we entered into the Polish market,
and today, we have our own console business, and
we are preparing console boxes. From China to
Poland, we are using Xi'an at the departure
destination. In the beginning, we used to have only
one departure each week, but now we have three
departures per week. There are various services we
are offering now for the railway business.

Finally, the most remarkable milestone for us this year
is that we are now the exclusive agent for Boluda
shipping line in China, one of the leading shipping lines.
We enhanced our connection from China to Spain, and
further to West Africa. So we have developed our
company every day by taking concrete steps.

The coronavirus had caused a lot of trouble for
business and people all over the world. In logistics,
there was a lot of vessel delays, equipment and
space issues. There were many troubles that kept
arising, but the railway played a more critical role.
Of course, rail freight's capacity cannot be
compared to sea freight. Still, we can see it multiply
as it attracts more business from different
industries.

NSRN: Can you tell us a bit about your background?
What did you mainly do before starting Ocean
Bright, and what was the motivation to start Ocean
Bright?
David: I graduated from the Shanghai Institute of
Foreign Trade, and my major was in international trade.
After I graduated, my first job was international trade,
in a vast state-owned company. It was a comfortable
life, going to work at 9 and getting done at 5. But since I
had just come out of university, I thought it was still too
early to enjoy life like this, so I decided that I needed to
try something different.

In 2019, we developed the e-commerce service
where we provide dedicated courier service
between China and Europe, for B2B and B2C
business. For this, we designed our own products
and try to establish relationships with platforms
such as Ali Express and Wish. We also work with
other smaller businesses that wish to create their
market in Europe.
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When the international logistics business was just
taking off in China, I joined NYK (Nippon Yusen), a
Japanese shipping company. This company does
not exist any more because it was merged with
Mitsui OSK Lines/Kawaski Line as ONE now. I
worked there from operations to customer service
to sales. I found the logistics business very
interesting, so I thought why not make it more
challenging. You know it is not easy to build up your
own shipping company, because you need a
massive investment (laughs). So I was thought, why
not become a freight forwarder. First, I joined a
local company, and then realised that the job is
fascinating. It was so different from the shipping
line, every day, a new challenge appeared, and you
needed a strong and big heart to take up these
challenges.

I started off only handling the local customers, and
steadily gaining connections with overseas partners,
so it was constructed step-by-step. The freight
forwarding business is very challenging, and you
cannot predict it. This keeps the job very interesting,
and this is the motivation behind running this
business. Besides, Shanghai is a dynamic and
competitive city, which keeps pushing us to achieve
the best. I was born in Shanghai, I studied, married,
and worked in Shanghai. Everything has happened to
me in this city! (laughs). The opportunities here are
unlimited! I can do rail, sea and land here but the
important part is concentrating on every step. Our
motto is to work with passion, and we continue to do
that every day. Currently, we have three offices in
China, one in Shanghai, the other in Ningbo and the
last in Yiwu. Soon, we will open an office in Xi'an since
our railway business is growing. We think good service
is the root to make our customers happy.

So I changed my mentality from shipping line
worker to a freight forwarder. I realised how much I
learnt in this business and wanted to extend my
capabilities. The next step I took was in 2005, when
I established my own company.

NSRN: Ocean Bright's expertise mainly lies in sea
freight and rail freight. What do you think are your
core competence when it comes to forwarding via
sea and rail? Moreover, what kinds of cargo are you
involved with? And finally, what unique services
can you offer the customers?
David: Sea freight is our strong point, and we work
with various shipping lines. We have good connections
with them. With China's situation, our long-term
cooperation with the shipping line has allowed us to
get the protection and receive the expertise. In regular
times, you will not see the advantages, but when times
are unique, you will see the power of your connections
that you have sustained over the years.
In the railway business, we have already started our
console box, which is quite good. This started 2
months ago, due to the demand created by customers.
In the past, we loaded the shipment with some
consolidation, but like everyone else, we faced a lack
of space, equipment, and cargo delay. So when we
decided to do our console box, we received a lot of
support from our customers. Our first console was in
November, and our customers were happy with our
work. We worked with one of the fellow members in
New Silk Road Network, Polish Forwarding Company
as our partner.
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David: This problem happened to every freight
forwarding company. The solution to this kind of
problem is to have confidence because we know that
this situation will improve sooner or later. We can’t
foresee how many months to wait, but it will improve.
Secondly, we try to give diverse solutions to customers.
We provide all solutions from all shipping lines to our
customers to have a range of options to choose from.
We use every connection we have to find space,
equipment and any other solution. Sometimes, we
even suggest solutions to our customers and advise
them rail freight over the sea when appropriate. The
guarantee is that your cargo is in our hand, not in the
shipping line's hand, so our duty is towards our
customers.

We know and understand each other. We both have
a similar working style, we are hardworking, and we
treat customers as our god. Service is first for us!
Whatever the customer asks, we say yes, and
provide them with the solution!
NSRN: Recently, many logistic companies have
been reporting a shortage of containers, has that
impacted you in any way considering the rush of
the holiday season? Many in the logistics field
believe that this was caused by the imbalance of
trade between West and China, and further
aggravated by the coronavirus pandemic. How
are you being impacted, and what could be the
possible solutions to manage this situation?

Also, for this situation to improve, we need to look at
America. When the situation there improves, it
improves for the world as well. US, Europe and China
are big engines for the global economy and need to
function normally for things to move around the world.
The current equipment shortage in China pushed us to
buy our own equipment together with PFC. It is our
joint service for the railway, dependable service with
guaranteed equipment.

With our courier service, there is a lot of business
too. Folks in Europe, who are not travelling these
months, are staying home and shopping online; we
are their service providers. During the COVID-19
times, a lot of people changed from traditional
markets to e-commerce. Initially, people were
reluctant to try it, but now they tried the candy, and
they like it! (laughs). Even though Covid-19 has
been a disaster, it has also pushed us to find more
opportunities.
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NSRN: You mentioned your weekly block train
service and new LCL service this month from
China to Poland, would you like to share more
details about its progress? What would the next
developments for your company and the plans
for the coming years?

With our association with New Silk Road Network, we
see specialists in this network. We want to work with
the members closely because we are not competitors
but friends. It is only together can we grow the
business. The market is so huge that there is ample
opportunity for everyone! That is why I want all of us to
come together to grow our respective business.

David: Consolidation to Poland is a priority, so we
will do that. We will also develop other departure
stations and make them close to our customers. In
the near future, we want to establish connections
with other East European countries, such as Czech
and Hungary. Our ambition is to have direct
consolidation with our own block train, cargo and
equipment to arrive at all these destinations. We
want lesser transit and more direct arrival. I
understand that this is not easy, but this is our
target for the future.
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